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County sticks with appeals to keep jail open
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Calloway County officials are
using the appeals system to buy
more time before the jail's doors
are closed.
After the Department of Corrections issued a shutdown order
effective Sept. 1 1993, the county
appealed that decision within the
department and an October hearing was conducted.
A recommended order was
issued March 14 upholding the
department's decision. County
Attorney David Harrington said
he will ask the hearing officer to

•

review the report before submitting a final order.
"We have 10 days to file
exceptions asking the hearing
officer to make changes to see if
he has made a mistake," Harrington said.
The hearing officer will then
issue a final order, which Harrington said will probably order
the jail closed.
"We'll appeal that in Franklin
Circuit Court," he said.
Currently, two orders are on
appeal in Circuit Court. A
96-hour and 12-hour shutdown
orders have already gone through

Senate
whacks
budget

•
•

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky lawmakers are starring
in a political passion play over
taxes, spending and personalities.
The final act, though, has yet
to be written.
The Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee on Wednesday whacked and chopped items
from the state budget, then fell on
its fiscal sword by failing to pass
a tax bill needed to balance the
spending plan.
But other plots were afoot.
Gov. Brcreton Jones sought to
wash his hands of the budget
opera, but was visited by the
respective budget chairmen of the
House and Senate, who wanted to
, impress on him the importance of
the subject.
"I take it from the vote in this
committee that members of this
committee 'do not want to proceed with funding the projects
that were cut out of the budget in
the last three days," said Sen.
Mike Moloney, D-Lexington, the
Senate chairman.
In the House, which had earlier
passed the tax increase and
embraced a budget sprinkled with
construction projects, leaders
were sort of bored by the
production.
L'__Weve beer. through this
before. It's just the budget process," said House Majority Whip
Kenny Rapier of Bardstown.
"Everybody's holding their
fire.The vote on the bill to expand
the sales tax to machinery used in
manufacturing and triple the
property tax on that machinery
came as something of a surprise.
The committee had decided on
Tuesday to delay any action and
Moloney said it was because
there weren't enough votes to
pass it and he would not call it
again until it could pass.
But when the roll call came,
the vote was 5-6 against the tax
increase.
Senate President John "Eck"
Rose said the tax bill is not dead
and needs only two or three votes
to pass the Senate. He indicated
some revision might be possible,
even likely, especially to the
property tax section that is most
opposed by business.
Voting for it were Democratic
Sens. Benny Ray Bailey of Hindman, Gerald Neal of Louisville,
Joey Pendleton of Hopkinsville,
Moloney and Republican Walter
• See Page 2

ES I think we'll have a difficult time, but if
they can give us a little more time, we're
going to have one constructed. ii
...David Harrington
the appeal's process within tne
department and are waiting in
Franklin Circuit Court.
"The Corrections Cabinet may
say let's combine all the cases
and get a ruling," Harrington
said.

He is not optimistic about a
future court ruling.
"It is not good at all as far as
us prevailing," Harington said. "I
think we'll have a difficult time,
but if they can give us a little
more time, we're going to have

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT

one constructed."
Judge/Executive J.D. Williams
said he hopes the county can get
a new jail under construction
before a final judgment.
"But we have to come up with
the money first," he said.
The jail's fate has been in limbo since September 1991, when
the first order came down from
Frankfort to cut back operations
to a 96-hour holdover facility.
In January 1993, the jail,
which continued to violate state
orders, was told to scale back to a
12-hour holding facility.
A final inspection last May

revealed the jail was still operating in violation of the state's
orders.
According to the recommended
order handed down this week, the
jail cannot even meet the standards, which are least restrictive,
for a 12-hour holding facility.
The county has submitted a
plan of action and repaired those
structural flaws that can be corrected. A jail committee and consulting firm are working on plans
for a new facility.
Problems with the current jail,
III See Peg* 2

Presidential
schedule set
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The first presidential candidate
for Murray State University will
meet with campus representatives
Monday.
All events are scheduled for
the Curris Center. The schedule
of events includes:
'Breakfast with the deans from
7:45 to 9:15 a.m. in the Commonwealth Room.
*Meeting with the staff from
9:45 to 10:45 a.m. in the Barkley
Room.
*Tour of campus from 10:45
a.m. to noon.
"Noon luncheon in the Commonwealth Dining Room with
Dr. James Booth, provost and
vice president for academic and
student affairs; John Fitzgibbon,
interim vice president for university relations and administrative
services: Dr. Don Robertson,

STACEY

CROOK/Ledger & Times photo
Murray firefighter Lewis Perrry and others have been training on
the new platform truck, which was purchased with grant money by Murray State University. The 105-feet platform
firetruck can pump more than
1,500 gallons of water per minute.

associate vice president for student affairs.
*Meeting with students from
1:30 to 2:30 p.m. in the Barkley
Room.
'Meeting with the faculty from

2.A5 to 3:45 p.m. in the Barkley
Room.
*Meeting with the alumni and
the community from 4 to 5 p.m.
in the Barkley Room.
*Meeting with the presidential
search committee at 5 p.m. in the
Commonwealth Lounge.
According to Sid Easley, vice
chairman of the board of regents
and chairman of the search committee, the candidate will conduct
open forums with the campus
groups.
The second candidate is
expected to visit the campus
Tuesday.
The names of individual candidates will be released shortly
before each campus visit.
The search committee, which
consists of regents Easley, Beverly Ford, Wells Lovett, Brian Van'
Horn and Frank Julian, was
formed in August after the board
voted 7-3 not to renew the contract of MSU President Dr.
Ronald J. Kurth.
Board chairman James Butts is
serving as ex-officio member of
the search committee.

Reidy defends KERA to Leadership Murray
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Contrary to many beliefs, the
Kentucky Education Reform Act
isn't something to be feared and
hated.
Dr. Ed Reidy, deputy commissioner in the Kentucky Department of Education, spoke to
members of Leadership Murray
and local educators Wednesday at
Murray State's Curtis Center
about KERA, which some have
said stands for Kentucky Early
Retirement Act because many
teachers retired when it was
installed in 1990.

Reidy said that KERA isn't
perfect, and-it-will-never wuik if
every part of the act that was set
down in 1990 is required to come
about, "as if it came down from
the mountain," he said.
"We need to get away from
'one-size-fits-all' solutions,"
Reidy said. "Things that will
work in one region will not work
in another. We don't need to look
at the assessment scores and set
which schools did good, package
what they did and then teach it to
everybody. It's O.K. to constructively criticize, but we have to
have a willingness to try things."

it We want students to benefit from and
contribute to society, and that's at the
heart of all of this. II
...Ed Reidy
Reidy likened many peoples'
beliefs on education to a clown
act he once saw, in which a
clown very carefully peeled a
banana, only to throw the inside
away and eat the peel. "We tend
to spend a lot of time not on sub-

stance, but on the package," he
said. "It's not important to be
able to write with all of the identions in place and such if you
don't say anything. Basic skills
are not enough. We want students
to benefit from and contribute to

society, and that's at the heart of
iT of
Reidy said one reason many
people have problems with
KERA is because students have
been taught all along that grades
were the number one priority,
whereas KERA places less of an
emphasis on competition for the
highest grade and more on individual improvement.
"We've taught high school students that grades are a game, and
that's unfortunate, but that's the
message we've got across instead
See Page 2

Locals in Miss MSU contest
Ginger Adams, Katherine Oakley and Sara
Thompson, all of Murray, are among the 17
contestants in the 1994 Miss Murray State
University Scholarship Pageant to be held
Saturday night, March 26 at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Adams is the 19-year-old daughter of Hafford
and Joanna Adams. She is a sophomore Secondary Education major, minoring in English.
After graduating she plans to teach English and
French at the secondary level. She hopes of later
becoming a principal.
Adams is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi

sorority,a varsity cheerleader,Gamma Beta Phi,
Summer Orientation counselor and Dean's List.
A 1992 graduate of Calloway County High
School she was a cheerleader throughout high
school. She is sponsored by Sigma Chi fraternity.
Oakley is the 21-year-old daughter of Dr.
George and Patsy Oakley. She is a junior
elementary education major.
She is a member of Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority, Student Alumni Assoc., Gamma Beta
GINGER ADAMS

11 See Page 2

KATHERINE OAKLEY

SARA 'THOMPSON

","17111111r
MEETINGS

•1

• Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 730 p.m in the council
chambers at City hall
•Miss MSU Pageant will be held in
Lovett Auditorium at 7.30 p.m. Saturday.
For information. call 762-6987

&ME&

EVENtS
•Top-seeded Missouri and Purdue take
to the floor tonight RS the NCAA %VWment continues with semifinal action in
the West and Southeast regionals

Page 8

• AASU's Rodeo Club will host an
Intercollegiate rodeo beginning at 730
pm at the Expo Center Thursday and
continue through Saturday Admission is
$5 for alults, $3 for students and children Thursday and $6 lor adults, $5 for
students and $3 for children Friday and
Saturday
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Killing deepens Mexican crisis•County sticks...
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TUUANA. Mexico tAP•
The government held two sus
pests today in the assassination
of Luis DonaIdo Colosio the
presidential candidate of Met
ico's governing party. whose
death threatened to plunge the
country into crisis
Colow was shot in the head
and stomach during a campaign
stop Wednesday in Tijuana and
died three hours later at Towns
General Hospital The attorney
general's office said a 23-yearold mechanic and an a‘complite
were arrested at the ,scene
President Carlos Salinas de

The Chose (pGz3)
to , 'it 7 01 9:4/0

(iortari. who s hose Coiosi) last
Nosember as the ruling pany's
sandidate lot the Aug. 21 elec
sks..- lared today a national
day of mourning, with all banks
and government offices closed.
"I .all on all my compatriots
to share their indignation in
serenity arid Alm" Salinas said
in a statement "I call on them to
reaffirm our shared convicUon
that within the tramev.ork of
institutions and of the tan we can
osercome this offense
He called the assassination of
his heir apparent a "sowardly
attack '

8 Seconds giN.i.3?
1:30 3:30 7:10 9:10

FROM PAGE 1
ItXated on Third Street, are assoslated %oh physkal flaws in the
building Jailer Pat Paschall has
said there is no way to correct
those strut tural defects by
remodeling
1 LI It'
- The order does show some
The rebels wire seeking
ion for the county's
iiiipro.ed liking Londitions and
woes hut points out that the issue
reforms to .1iJn up MeNtlO's
of iunding is a matter to be taken
fraud -ridden electoral sy stem
up with the legislature
through whi.h the ruling part)
-The problems associated with
has won every presidential ekethe finanorig arid L Ort“Itic lion of
non for the past hC se:1r%.
• new jails or regional detention
With 00 Ilse months before
centers raise nianv difficult issues
which need to be addressed by
the election, the ruling party will
the Kentucky General Assembly.
now have to go through the pro"Calloway County does not
cess of selecting another candihave the money necessary to
date, but how exactly it would do
remedy the problems. However,
that was not clear since there is
no established selection process.
The assassination was also sure
to add to the nation's sense of
crisis. Salinas, who had so successfully negotiated a free trade
pact with the United States and FROM PAGE 1
Canada while turning Mexico
around from the economic deba- Baker of Glasgow.
Voting against the tax were
cle of the 1980s, faced his gravest test at the end of his six-year Democrats Charles Berger of
Harlan, Walter Blevins of West
term.
'Colosiot 44, had been under Liberty, Nick Kafoglis of Bowlattack by opponents since Salinas ing Green and Larry Saunders of
named him Nov. 28 as the party's LOuisville and Republicans Dan
standard-bearer, almost ensuring Kelly of Springfield and Dick
Roeding of Fort Mitchell.
him the presidency.
Critics complained his freeMoloney blamed the defeat on
market economic policies were lobbying by business groups and
too close to those of the Salinas appeared bitter about it.
administration, which so far have
"I suspect that probably is a
brought little improvement to tribute to the ability of the chamber of commerce and the AssoMexico's poor
ciated Industries of Kentucky to
bring their membership to exert
Murray
their influence ... which is an
appropriate exercise of power.
but damned irresponsible on their
Wh.moll Dr
part." Moloney said.
Ylurav h`r 1207,
Civiosso's death dealt a stunning blow to the embattled leadership of the Institutional Re.olutioriary Part.. lishith is still reeling from the Nen Year's Day
uprising hs hundreds of Indian
peasants in southernmost Chiapas
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this is a political argument that is
more properly addressed by the
sitoens of Calloway County and
surrounding counties, local governments and the Kentucky General Assembly," according to the
order.
Furthermore, the heanng officer said in the order that Calloway
County's budget problems "simply do not allow the Corrections
Cabinet to ignore its regulations
and continue to grant extensions
indefinitely."
The county is still searching
(or funds, Williams said.
"Taxes are where it'll have to
come from," he said. He did not
indicate what type of tax the fiscal court is considering
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Jones seemed to wash his
hands of the whole matter on
Wednesday. He said he had
offered a tax proposal that the
legislature had rejected.
Business groups complained
that Jones' plan would actually
have raised $300 million in taxes.
"It is not incumbent on us, I
think, to try to come up with
some other piece of legislation,"
Jones said.
•
Later in the day, Jones was
visited by Moloney and Marshall
Long, D-Shelbyville.
Long said Jones was told all
capital construction projects
could be slashed. "I'd rather
fund nothing than half a loaf."
Long said.
Long said Jones was more
interested in the fate of the legislation after the meeting.
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•Miss MSU...
FROM PAGE 1 Phi Honor Society and Order of
Omega,which serves as her sponsor
for the Miss MSU Pageant.
Thompson is the 20-year-old
daughter of Dr. John and Carol
Thompson. She is a junior Graphic
Arts Technology major. She plans
to pursue a career with a large
printing or magazine company.
She,is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority, Order of Omega,
Alpha Chi and Phi Eta Sigma. She is
sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity.
The theme for this year's Miss

MSU Pageant is "One Moment in
Time." Contestants will compete in
three categories: interview, introduction of each contestant and
evening gown.
The Miss MSU Pageant will
begin at 7:30 p.m. on Saturday,
March 26 in Loveu Auditorium at
MSU. Tickets are S5 for the public,
S3 for Mal students with ID and SI
for children under 12. Tickets may
be purchased from the Murray State
Student Government Association
office in the Curris Center or at the
door. Doors open at 6:30 p.m. and .
arc handicap accessible. •
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II Reidy...
FROM PAGE 1
of emphasizing learning," he
said. "Now we've changed the
rules.
"We also need to have respect
for what we have yet to learn to
develop our schools according to•
ai

•

• •

how to reach every child, but we
can learn," he said. "Teaching is
a growth process. We will make
many mistakes, and the road
won't get smooth tomorrow. PerfeCti0.1 is a credibility of God,
but- perfcctability is in us. We
should look at the glass as being
80 percent full, not 20 percent
empty."
Reidy said spending cuts in the
state budget are not an excuse for
not fully implementing KERA.
As an example, the budget for the
Distinguished Educators program,
in which selected teachers help
other school districts work out
problems with KERA, has shrunk
from an original total of $3.6 mil-.
lion down to SlItS million.
"We don't have the right or the
audacity to say we can't do it."
he said. "It doesn't matter, why
the dollars dried up. Now we're
experiencing what business and

industry has been experiencing
for the last 10 years."
He added that communication
between educators and a feeling
of safety by students and teachers
are the keys to KERA's success.
"I believe that we can't make
everybody work at 150 percent of
their capacity daily," he said.
"You will give it up. We've got
to find ways to create energy for
each other and we need to learn
to work together and share information. Many educators have
worked hard on KERA, and we
need to show each other respect.
by talking it out.
"I hope. we can move away
from not talking to each other,"
he said. "People arc having meetings to discuss opposing views on
KERA, but they're not talking to
each other.
"As for safety, kids won't learn
if they don't feel safe, and if I
feel that I'm always under the
gun, I can't work," he said. If
there's something in the assessments that offends, we need to
get rid of it. We don't need to
create controversy nccillessly."
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NASA shows
first photo of
asteroid moon

IT-Spring brush
pickup for
City of Murray
The annual spring brush
pickup has been scheduled foe
the City of Murray. All property owners should have brush
ready for pickup on the following dates:
South of Main Street
April 4
Section 1
April 11
Section II
April 18
Section III
North of Main Strut
April 25
Section IV
Section V ............May 2
All tree and shrub trimming: must be stacked neatly
in piles with cuttings no more
than six (6) feet in length or
six (6) inches in diameter.
Leaves, grass, weeds and
small trimmings must be
placed in plastic bags (biodegradable preferred).
Disposal of brush placed out
after the scheduled dates for
each area will be the responsibility of the property owners.
This is a one-time free pickup.
Questions concerning this
service may be directed to the
Murray Street Department by
calling 762-0330.
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PASADENA, Calif. (AP)
The Galileo spacecraft has
yielded photographic proof that
asteroids can have moons — in
this case, a sphere one mile in
diameter that orbits a potatoshaped asteroid named Ida
The unmanned. Jupiter-bound
°alike took pictures of the moon
when it flew past Ida on Aug. 28,
but their transmission was
delayed by a faulty antenna.
"This is a tremendous accomplishment," said Dr. Torrence V.
Johnson, a Galileo scientist who
showed a fuzzy black and white
photograph of Ida and the moon
on an overhead projector Wednesday at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.
For years, amateur astronomers
have observed what they thought
could be asteroid moons, but such
reports have never been confirmed, and some scientists
doubted the existence of such
moons.
"1 think the fact that we see
one makes us reassess these
unconfirmed indications," said
Dr. Clark R. Chapman, a member
of Galileo's imaging team.

Liberty residents express relief
LIBERTY, Ky. (AP) — The
day after Mayor Freddie Goode
resigned following a battle with
the City Council, Liberty residents expressed relief.
"I think it's a good thing,"
Dr. Samer Ballouz said Wednesday. "I don't know much about
it, but I think he's made a lot of
trouble."
Goode resigned Tuesday rather
than fight the City Council,
which planned to remove him

from office that night. The two
sides have battled for power since
Goode and his wife, former
Councilwoman Sheila Goode,
took office in January.
Sheila Goode was removed by
the council last week.
One man suggested the whole
council ought to resign, but he
said Goode's resignation is a step
in the right direction.
"It's just awful if people can't
get along," said retired farmer

W.R. Brown. "Maybe that'll get
things straightened out now."
Goode's surprise resignation
came only minutes before council
members were to convene.
Goode said Wednesday he was
proud that his decision startled so
many people.
"It gave those four council
members a jolt, didn't it?" he
asked. Goode had refused to acknowledge two other councilmen
-- Larry Richardson and Bill Gil-

pin — because they were
appointed by a council that he
said was acting illegally.
Goode plans to take a vacation
and then hit the road selling the
farm gates Casey County is famous for. He said he began to consider resigning more than a week
before he quit.
The council voted Feb. 21 to
close the police "department and
emergency dispatching service.

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection' Great Tires'

itr FREE COMPUTER BALANCING ti
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assuming the job last year. He
had accountants do it, under his
wife's name.
But he did not pay the estimated 58(X) he owes for 1991
until three weeks ago, the White
House said.
That broke the rules and was

enough to cost Kennedy his principal duties: supervising the issuing of those White House passes
and reviewing the backgrounds of
presidential appointees for things
that might embarrass the
president.
Chief of Staff Mack McLany

TIRES

400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 153-1111

Ford Windstar —
The Future of Minivans Has Arrived
Murray,Ky. — The 1995 Ford
Windstar, which sets new standards in the expanding minivan
market — has arrived at Parker ,
Foid-Lincoln - Mercury, Inc.
It islitire than a new design, it
is a completely new look at the
kind of vehicle.that has become
an Ainefici*jimily favorite.
More than one million sales of all
minivan makes are predicted for
1994,and the new Ford Windstar
represents the cutting edge of
this growing category.
"Windstar's design concept is
a vehicle that offers the ride.
handling, comfort and quietness
of a car, plus the room,flexibility
and utility of the traditional minivan," said Mr. Parker. "And the

quality is there. This is really an
exciting new model for us."
As a family vehicle, Windstar
is equipped with outstanding
safety features. including driverand passenger-side front air
hags, anti-lock brakes, side impact beams and 5 mile per hour
bumpers. And the wide range of
interior configurations plus its
interior roominess give it a high\
level of flexibility.
"If you have ever considered a
minivan, you owe it to yourself
and your family to come see the
new Windstar soon," Mr. Parker
said. "This is a Ford that sets a
new standard for driving comfort, convenience and versatility."

Paid for adyertisernent of Parker Ford Lincoln Mercury
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Read the classifieds

said Kennedy asked to be
relieved of those chores. But
senior officials appeared to be
looking for a way to let the air
out of the controversy without
costing the popular lawyer his job
outright.

MOVIE
LIQUIDATION SALE!

7

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Cooper

Failure to pay nanny tax costs lawyer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
White House lawyer is losing his
portfolio to weed out job applicants with embarrassing pasts after
acknowledging he has one of his
own — failure until recently to
pay Social Security taxes for a
family nanny.
And after reviewing the files,
the White House says more than
10 percent of White House staff
members still lack security clearances 14 months into President
Clinton's term.
Also, a third of the White
House staff has yet to be granted
permanent passes to enter the
grounds and buildings in the
presidential complex.
Trying to minimize the latest
administration tangle, Press Secretary Dee Dee Myers said Associate White House Counsel William Kennedy III had been guilty
only—of "an 4800 mistake."
And she said the pass and security clearance problem was
being corrected. Myers herself
acknowledged that she has yet to
acquire a permanent pass because
she was late submitting the
required paperwork.
Kennedy, one of the three partners in the Rose Law Firm
brought to Washington by Hillary
Rodham Clinton, paid his 1992
Social Security taxes for a
domestic worker just before

3
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• Custom colors available
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Rebecca Marie Wolf
and
Jon Robert Klein
hove made their
bridal selections
from our
Wedding Registry.
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ANALYSIS

War or a nuclear
North Korea are
among the risks
By ROBERT BURNS
Assoeated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — At its core, the search for a solution to
the North Korean nuclear problem means deciding which risk is
less acceptable: a North Korea with limited nuclear weapons or
another Korean War with American lives at stake.
Neither war nor a nuclear North Korea is necessarily inevitable.
But they are the fundamental risks in choices for resolving the
standoff.
The ground between those two obviously undesirable extremes
has been trod by the United States and its allies for a full year, and
tensions have only increased.
North Korea alternately declared as intention to drop out of the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, agreed to stay in, then threatened
to opt out. U.S. talks with the communist government in Pyongyang have started, stopped, started and stopped again.
International inspectors hase checked North Korea's nuclear
facilities, been chased out of them, refused to go back, agreed to go
back and, this month, denied again.
Patience so far has paid few dividends to the nations that want to
stop North Korea's nuclear program, although the interlude has
given the isolated country much more international attention than it
could otherwise have gained. Some analysts believe the North is
using the nuclear threat as a way gain diplomatic recognition from
the United States,
It also has given North Korea more time to work on its nuclear
program, which it contends is strictly for peaceful purposes. The
United States says the evidence is overwhelming that the country
actually is building nuclear bombs, although opinions are divided
on whether it already has one or more.
So v. hat if North Korea does have a nuclear weapon or two?
Is that more of a danger than an all-out conventional war that
would almost certainly take a horrifying toll not only on Koreans
north and south but also kill some of the 37,000 Amencan troops
that are stationed there?
Richard Fisher thinks it is. He is senior research analyst at the
conservative Heritage Foundation's Asian Studies Center in
Washington, and he believes the United States needs to show North
Korean dictator Kim 11-Sung that it is willing to risk war.
"They are a Class A international threat," Fisher said, and failing to stiffen U.S. resolve at this point will only encourage Kim to
cling to his nuclear ambitions. Besides. Fisher argued, no one can
be sure that stepping up pressure on the North Koreans would be
more likely to trigger war than any other tactic.
"They are unfathomable," he said.
. In at least one sense, history may be on Fisher's side. Many historians believe it was Secretary of State Dean Acheson's National
Press Club speech on Jan. 12, 1950, in which he left Korea out of
tit American defense perimeter in Asia. that convinced Kim that
Washington would not intervene if he invaded the south.
Kim's forces crossed into the south in June 1950 and nearly ran
the small U.S. reinforcements off the tip of the peninsula before the
allies recovered and eventually fought North Korea and Chinese
forces to a stalemate that ended in July 1953.
The United States Institute of Peace, a nonpartisan group chartered by Congress, concluded recently in a five-month study of the
problem that a North Korean nuclear bomb is not the main security
threat to the region.
The biggest threat, said Richard Solomon. the institute's president, is the north's conventional military power, which includes a
million-man army — about two-thirds of which is deployed within
60 miles of the Demilitarized Zone dividing north and south — and,
an artillery force that threatens Seoul, the South Korean capital.
Lt. Gen. James Clapper Jr., director of the Defense Intelligence
Agency. recently told the Senate Intelligence Committee the north
could start hostilities with little warning.
"'For the sake of perspective, we assess that the 4,000 to 6.000
artillery pieces along the Demilitarized Zone would rain down hundreds of thousands of artillery shells as far south as Seoul in the
early phase of combat," Clapper said.
Solomon, who headed East Asia policy at the State Department
during the Bush administration, said in an interview Tuesday that
while it may take an uncomfortable amount of time to work, the
best strategy is to gradually increase the diplomatic pressure on
Kim until he decides resistance will not succeed.
Inherent in that approach, he said, was the risk of war.

GUEST EDITORIAL
March 21. The Clarion-Ledger, Jackson. Ifiss.. ost Dan
Rostenkowski:
As bedevilled as President Clinton may be by the Whitewater fuss,
he must be breathing easier with the primary win by House Ways and
Means Chairman Dark Rostenkowski in Illinois.
Rostenkowski's committee is the health-care plan's first major battleground. and he has been a Clinton ally. So much so, that despite
Rostenkowski's political and legal troubles. Clinton personally campaigned for him.
That point was not lost on Rostenkowski, who said after the party
primary win "There was a point, a pivotal moment in the campaign,
when a very, very gutsy and honorable man named Bill Clinton came
It) town. ..."
For nearly two years. a federal grand jury has been probing Rostenkowski's finances, arising from the House Post Office scandal that
severely damaged him politically.
The next hurdle for Clinton is getting the health care package
before Rostenkowski's committee, before any more pitfalls (including
possible indocunent, perfume) occur. Otherwise. Clinton's help would
he for nought.

Patience with process wearing thin
The media have been patient.
including The Ledger staff.
So has the Murray Slate University campus The rumor mill
hasn't kicked into overdrive set
Things did begin to heat up
this week as the presidential
search committee announced that
IWO Candidates Will visit Murray
next week.
The field of choices is not limited to two. Actually, we don't
know how many possible candidates there are. We think three.
Anybody else care to guess?
Earlier, the mill had churned
out talcs that candidates would
stan arriving on campus before
the end of the month and Dr.
Ronald Kurth would be gone by
then.
According to the mill. Kurth
could be headed to the Deep
South or the Midwest. Let's just
say more midwest than Kentucky
and farther north. (For those contestants playing along, it isn't
Illinois or Indiana.)
The mill says Kurth has been
offered at least two jobs but who
knows. The proverbial cat has his
tongue.
He has said openly though that
someone else's name would be
printed on the 1994 diplomas that
will be awarded in May.
Some hackles have been raised
on campus about next week's visas. It seems some of the groups
that will meet with the candidates
had not been informed until
reporter Amy Wilson called
them.
Let's hope the lines of communication are unclogged and next
week's visits will be successful.
• • • •
It is easy to get too close to a
story. You can't see some of the

facts, obvious questions or holes
for the forest of words.
There is a key element to the
Paducah Community College
engineering proposal that slipped
by me but letters written by Dr.
William Wells hit me in the face
this week.
Wells .is a consulting engineer
v.ho lives in Mayfield. Because
of his engineering background he
has taken an interest in this story
and has followed it closely. He
even served as the source for one
of Amy Wilson's story.
Wells has questioned from the
very beginning the claims of the
Paducah contingent that there is a
shortage of engineers. He has
also done something which I
wish I had thought to do.
He has asked for the survey
used by PCC that claims 807
"replacement" engineers are
needed over the next decade in
Western Kentucky.
Wells has talked with and written letters to Steve Polston, plant
manager of Martin Marietta Utility Services, Fred Paxton, chairman of the Polstechnic Selection
and Enlistment Committee, State
Rep. Charles Geveden and to The
Mayfield Messenger editor Mike
Turley.
In every one, he requests a
copy of the survey. In his March
10 letter to Polston, Wells states
that he is "sympathetic to the
confidentiality of the information

provided by each respondent" but
that other parts of the survey
"should be open to public scrutiny and independerit
verification."
Wells is seeking the minimum
data about the survey such as the
names and affiliations of respondents and that of the questioners,
the set of questions asked and the
dates of the survey. He also
wants of explanation to why a
telephone survey was done.
In his letter to the editor March
IS, Wells goes after State Rep.
Fred Nester who threw his support behind the PCC proposal.
"With eight public universities,
three law schools and two medical, dental and engineering
schools, all in a state of 3.8 million and a dwindling tax base,
only modest reflection should
make it clear in Kentucky the
Emperor has no clothing.
"....Rather than being concerned with squabbles over where
to locate a polytechnic institute...the General Assembly,
including Mr. Nesler, should be
scrutinizing the basic tests ,of
need and affordability."
Wish I had written that.
Wells doesn't give up his
search for the elusive survey
which he began requesting Feb.
25.
On March 16, he wrote to Paxton asking for the survey again.
"Now, either your Committee

,has or does not have this survey
report and will either make it
available or not. Stonewalling, or
delaying while ad hoc conversations over time are condensed
after the fact into the semblance
of a proper scientific study of
engineering need...does not give
credence to your Committee's
claims....One can only wonder
whether a survey so classified
really does exist and, if it does,
whether it can stand objective
scrutiny."
Wells' paper trad-riow turns to
Geveden who used the "800"
engineering figure in a speech in
the House.
"If this quotation is accurate,
perhaps you could provide me
with the documentation for this
claim....You speak so authoritatively that surely you must have
access to the definitive study that
truly shows the projected engineering need over the next
decade in Western Kentucky."
In all his correspondence,
Wells asks that the study be sent
before the General Assembly
adjourns this session.
After today, this issue may no
longer be alive and kicking.
The Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee is wrangling
with a haggard budget that is
S250 million lighter after numerous construction projects were
cut by the House.
Sources say the future of the',
chopped projects, including the
PCC proposal, hinges on the passage of a 565 million bill that
would triple taxes on manufacturing equipment.
Maybe Wells will finally get a
copy of the surveythis summer.
That's too late, you say?
Obviously, that's the point.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
March 22. Albuquerque (N.M.) Journal on North Korea:
North Korea has been happy to let the United States speak softly
about the need to adhere to nuclear non-proliferation agreements —
happy for extra time to continue working on its own "big stick."
President Clinton said last year that the United States would not
tolerate a nuclear-armed North Korea. Now after showing just how
tolerant Washington could be, the administration has to make some
gestures that reinforce those words.
First, there are 37,000 U.S. troops in South Korea, 37,0(X) potential
casualties of whatever North Korea may be able to throw at them. The
United States must adopt appropriate measures to defend these troops,
including moving Navy carriers into strike range.
Second, the administration should speak softly where it can accomplish some good. Our allies and trade partners most directly
threatened by a more virulent North Korea — the South Koreans,
Japan and even Pyongyang's communist cousins in Beijing — must
harden their attitudes.
Third. Washington has to persuade members of the United Nations
and signatories of the non-proliferation treaty to demonstrate through
trade sanctions that North Korea's weapons program is intolerable to
all.

March 22, Financial Times, London, on North Korea:
International frustration is understandably growing at North Korea's
refusal to allow full inspections (of its nuclear facilities). ...
But in contemplating action — whether economic sanctions or
something more direct — the U.S. and its allies need to tread with the
utmost caution. The latest threats from Pyongyang to turn the South
Korean capital into a "sea of fire" attest that they are dealing with an
adversary of uncertain motivation and highly unpredictable reactions.
Where does that leave the many countries in Asia and beyond that
are anxious to neutralize the North Korean threat? Their least undesirable option is enlisting Chinese assistance. ...
The trouble is that the U.S. — currently at loggerheads with Beijing
on trade and human rights — is not best placed to seek Chinese cooperation on this issue. China, while making cooperative noises, has
shown little public sign of putting pressure on Pyongyang, instead
repeatedly counselling the West to show "patience."
Unfortunately, Beijing may be right. Without active Chinese assistance, the West — forced to sit tight until the Pyongyang regime collapses under the weight of its contradictions — may find patience is
its only option.

Whitewater issue won't go away
During Republican administrations when congressional Democrats hold hearings, call for special
prosecutors, seek indictments(even
impeachment), characterize officials as "sleazy" and a decade as
"greedy," we are to believe that they
are simply doing what the voters
elected them to do: hold the President accountable under our system
of checks and balances.
But when Republicans attempt to
hold a Democratic President accountable — at least THIS Democratic President — they are meanspirited, engage in personal attacks,
don't want to debate issues and hate
the idea that a strong woman is First
Lady.
The affair known as Whitewater
is not a plot by congressional Republicans, and it certainly was not
egged on by the mainstream press,
most of which is only now,and with
great reluctance, entering the fray.
It is not about "outsiders" who are
not versed in the ways of Washington. To suggest that Southern boys
and girls can't play in the big leagues
because of their frail nature is a
slander on Arkansas and the entire
region. It presumes that rules are
different there. But ethics and morals know no regional boundaries.
Jimmy Carter of Georgia had his
problems, but the closest he got to
wrongdoing was occasionally lusting in his heart.
And Whitewater will not go away
by pounding lecterns or suggesting

CA1,'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist
that people arc out to "pillory
Hillary."
In Colorado last week, the First
Lady tried to deflect questions about
Whitewater by suggesting that because the Clintons supposedly lost
money on their real estate venture
they couldn't have done anything
Illegal or unethical. Yes, they could
have. The question is not whether a
profit was made, but whether taxes
were filed in an appropriate fashion.
Remember,the Clintons were going
to make sure everyone paid his or
her "fair share" of taxes. If it turns
out they didn't pay their fair share,
how will that look?
The President refuses to release
his 78 and 79 tax returns, which are
crucial to understanding the Clintons' financial role in Whitewater
Mrs. Clinton hinted of tax problems
to come when she indicated she
didn't know all the details of their
possible tax liability. Tiutt's preuy
hard to accept from "one of the best
Lawyers in the country," to quoit
Sen. David Pryor(D- Ark.) . And the
President had no trouble with finances when it came to precise

deductions for the used underwear
he donated to charity.
Then there are the departures,
which are contributing to the impression that something is amiss:
Webster Hubbell and Philip Heymann, numbers three and two at the
Justice Department, White House
counsel Bernard Nussbaum; Vince
Foster, who died under mysterious
circumstances, and the earlier disappearance of Harry Thomason and
Linda Bloodworth Thomason, who
once enjoyed special White House
access but returned to Hollywood
after they were accused ofcron yism
in the affair known as "travelgate."
These 14 months have not been
good for the "ethics President" And
Administration spokespersons have
tried everything — except full disclosure — to deflect public and
congressional attention.
We are finally geuing the ethics
and character debate we were denied in the 1992 campaign because
the press mostly helped the Clinton
people chant their political mantra,
"The economy, stupid." It turns out
it was stupid to fix:us only on the

economy, particularly when character issues — including Whitewater
and "bimbogate" — were even then
being raised.
Republican congressional leaders are right to demand hearings
now. During the Reagan and Bush
presidencies there were 25 congressional hearings on various questions
related to behavior and policies in
those administrations. They included hearings when Republicans
controlled the Senate for six of those
years.
To keep from undermining the
investigation of the independent
counsel, witnesses should not be
granted immunity. Public hearings
would allow the American people to
judge for themselves how forthcoming witnesses are.
Rep. Lee Hamilton(D-Ind.), who
chaired the Iran-Contra hearings in
the House, now thinks Whitewate,r
is worthy of a congressional hearing. Hamilton's stance will make it
more difficult for the Administration to continue hiding behind indecounsel
pendent
Robert
Fiske, hoping an "interim report"
might allow for further stonewalling.
It would be wonderful if we could
return to debating issues, as the
President says he wants to do. And
the biggest issue of all is now
Whitewater — not much else will
get done until that issue is dealt with
promptly, honestly and thoroughly.
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Spring is just around the corner...
New spring baskets • Easter decoraborts
New picture frames • New spring ',linters
Paul Sawyer prints • Decorative flag
Ceketial hat boxes, candleholders, baskets, wall hooks

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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Walston Detachment will meet
The Billy Ray Walston Detachment of the Marine Corps League
tll meet Saturday, March 26, at 11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Marine recruiters Master Sgt. Michael and Sgt. Sullivan will discuss
career opportunities in the Marine Corps. Anyone with an interest in
becoming a Marine is urged to attend. The public is also invited.

notes & imitations!

Oaks Easter Egg Hunt Saturday
Oaks Country Club will have an Easter Egg Hunt on Saturday,
March 26, at 1 p.m. This will be for children, 8 and under, and will be
rain or shine. Featured will be games, prizes, and refreshments. For
more information call Linda Pate, 753-1076, Jackie Abbott, 753-2585,
or Susan Fisher, 753-5063.

TOPS KY. #469 will meet
TOPS KY. /469 will meet tonight (Thursday) in the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m.
with the program on "Monograph" by Katana Darnell to begin at 7
p.m. All members and visitors are invited to attend. TOPS is a nonprofit organization dedicated to those interested in weight loss.

Music Chorus to meet tonight

Photos by Edith Nottsmior

Anne Adams, standing, top photo, presented a program on "Parks of
Kentucky" at the February luncheon of Magazine Club at Commonwealth Room, Curris Center, Murray State University. With Adams are
Norinne Winter, left, and Libby Hart. Pictured in bottom photo are, from
left, Catherine Morris, Opal Howard, Toni Hopson, president, Eva Morris, cohostess with Hopson, Nancy Haverstock, treasurer, and Lois
Sparks who gave the devotion. The club Is meeting today with Charlene
Kurth at Oakhurst.

Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the club House. Margie Shown,
director, and Beth Stribling, accompanist, urge all members of the
chorus to be present for this rehearsal.

A unique gift that's sure to please. Choose from several
pre-arranged baskets, or fill your own for a special
personal touch.
Call or visit today and discover
hundreds ofgift basket
options. There's a basket for
every price range!

Special class on Friday
A T.O.T.A.L. class will be offered by Family ResourceCenter will
be Friday, March 25, from I to 2 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of
Christ. The class provides hands-on activities for parents and their 2
and 3 year-olds. Also, any parent who has a four-year-old is also welcome to attend with their child. The class is free of charge and free
child care will be provided. For more information or to sign up for
classes, contact Beth Durbin at 753-3070.

Alphas plan meeting Saturday
Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Saturday,
March 26, at 10 a.m. at the club house. Gladys Jarrett, director of
Writers' Potpourri, will present the program. Hostesses will be Bobbie
Weatherly, Ida Ruth Plymale, Ann Landini and Mary Conover.

MSU Women's Society plans brunch
MSU Women's Society will have a spring brunch on Saturday,
March 26, at 10:30 a.m. at Dumplin's on South 12th Street, Murray.
Make-up and accessory demonstrations will be given and a dutch treat
lunch will be served. Persons are asked to wear a basic color to take
part in the make-up and accessory fun. Please RSVP to Rose,
762-6629, day, 759-4556, evening, or Dee Ann, 753-7293, evening.
Each is asked to bring a guest or prospective member.

Single Too plans events
Single Too will have activities on Friday, Saturday and Monday,
March 25, 26 and 28. The group will meet Friday at 6 p.m. at JCPenncy parking lot to go to Hardin dance. On Saturday the group will
meet at 5:30 p.m. at JCPenney parking lot to go to Joan's house for a
potluck supper and games. On Monday the group will meet at Louie's
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m. Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott will have the
program. This is a support and social group for all single men and
women whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call 753-6078, 753-7845, or 753-7663.

Singles (SOS) plan activities
Singles Organizational'Society (SOS) will have activities on Friday
and Sunday, March 25 and 27. Singles will meet Friday at 6:45 p.m.
at Chamber of Commerce to go to Paducah for an evening of Chinese
cuisine and dancing. On Sunday at 2 p.m., singles will meet at Carr
Health Building, Murray State University, to play volleyball or shoot
basketball. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and
social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or
Linda, 437-4414.

Hospital Retirees will meet Saturday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, March 26, at 10 a.m. at Holiday Inn Restaurant. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former
employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie
Brandon at 753-3517.

Wranglers Club plans workday
Wranglers Riding Club will have a workday on Saturday, March 26,
at 9 a.m. at the club grounds on Van Cleave Road, off Highway 94
East. All members and interested persons are urged to be at the club
grounds to get them ready for the spring and summer horse shows.

A Shelter Management Class
will be Saturday, March 26, at 9
a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
This will be an introduction to
the Disaster Services Seminar by
the Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross.
Ruth Day will present a video
presentation. All interested .persons are invited to attend. "Your
attendance will not be a commitment to volunteer as a Red Cross
disaster worker," Mrs. Day said.
On Saturday, March 26, at 1
p.m. the Shelter Management
Class introduction will be held.

HOSPITAL REPORT
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
March 22, have been released as
follows:

volunteer for any service of the
Red Cross call the chapter office
at 753-1421, or visit the office at
Wcaks Community Center.

CORN-AUSTIN® For Ladies
proudly introduces for the first time
in Murray...
The

Fl
Collection

New

presented by
The Sanctuary Choir
of the

WAL-MART

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

March 27, 1994 at 5 p.m.
Arranged by Camp Kirkland and Tom Fettke
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liaturing sensational,
seasonless silks timeless, updated
classics.
Quality clothing
that knows no
season and never
goes out of style. Build
a complete wardrobe
around basic selections.
A look for all occasions.
Available in sizes 4-16.

An Easter Cerebration

203 S. 4th St. • Murray, KY
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This will be to train people in
case of a disaster.
For more information or to

Newborn admission
Dallas baby boy, mother, Lola, Rt.
1, Box 287, Gilbertsville.
Dismissals
Miss Jo Ann Higgins, NCR 75 Box
168,
Concord; Miss Haven D.
Nutt, 2116 Country Rd., Murray; Elvis
R. Colson, Rt. 1, Box 116, Murray;
Miss Janet Gore and baby boy, Rt.
1, Box 433 A, Benton; Miss Shannon
L. Hodge, 6588 Valley Rd., Newburgh,
Ind.;
William Everett Bauell, Rt. 1, Box
211 A, Farmington; Mrs. Odle M.
Grubbs, Rt. 4, Box 243, Murray; Mrs.
Myrta Bell Darnell, At. 1, Box 182,
Hardin.

GOD
SO LOVED
THE
WORLD

We are pleased to announce that Danita Walker,
bride-elect of Ricky Atkins,
Jr., has made her domestic
and household selections
through our bridal registry.
Danita and Ricky will be
married May 14, 1994.

•-r

Shelter class Saturday

I

DOWNTOWN •

Classic yet current, refined
with a casual twist...
That's the newest look
for Spring...
The Ann May Collection

Exchisivery At...

Corn
- -Aus"-- tin Ladits
Let us introduce you
to this great collection and
I assist in your selections.
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LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
We're about to finalize our
magazine order for the next year
This runs into a surprising
Amount of atostey (several thou
sands of dollars). so we want to
subscnbe to the magazines that
gel used most. If you have a
magazine that you particularly
like, make sure we know about it
Or you may find that we've
dropped the subscnpoon.
• • • •
Speaking ot magazines, the

editors of Prevention have come
out with The Doctors Book oi
Home Remedies for Children
This is a compilation of common sense advice about every
thing under the sun that could go
wrong with kids It covers s:nc,
asthma. crankiness, croup, ringworm, runny noses, thumb sat king. TV addiction and a
whole host of other problems
The advice is straight torward
and easy to understand
Many of the subjects have a
"Medical Alert" box in the article These alert boxes tell you

OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

See Us First For Your

a.rr

Shoes and I
Handbags
Ladies' Dress Shoes
11.95 & 14.95 pair
Matching Connie' Handbags

s1i.95

what to look for when deLiding
whether to take the child to the
doctor or not
hile nothing takes the place
ot competent medical advice,
Home Remedies could take the
place of grandma's advice. (Now
it it could only bake brownies.)
Of course it circulates. Look for
it on.,the "
eNew Book" shelf.
• • • •
Co•dter's Earth Song
has Arrived this week Phillippa
dc Bcaucham (beautiful and
impetuous) finds out that her
lather as about to marry her off to
the Baron de Bndgprot (ugly and
oafish). So, she immediately
escapes from hcr father's castle
by hiding in a wool wagon (01
course she had to run away. It
would have made for a very short
book if she'd have stayed there
mid mamed this clown.)
These escapes never really
work except as ways of sliding
the heroine into the arms of some
handsome rogue with a heart of
gold. Exactly on cue, up pops
Dienwald de Fortenberry,"...a
rogue as smooth and bold as
Aquitaine wine." It's off the Fortenberry's castle as a prisoner
where, and I quote: "...there are
mvsteries to be solved, villains to
eithcrine

Purchase group meets

Factory Discount
Shoes

By JUDY STAHLER
Purchase Pl Chairman

100 S. fith St.

OPENSUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6 OPEN SUN. 1-6

Purchase Area Homemakers
Council met Feb. 28 at Holiday
Inn. Murray. Calloway County
Homemakers hosted the meeting.
Martha Hobgood of Marshall
County. Purchase area president,
presided. Present were 27 council
members. The area council meets
tour times a year in one of the
eight counties of the Purchase
area.

Try our delicious honey-cured,
spiral cut ham for Easter.
Glazed with our •speciiii formula' of hcrirv
brown sugar and spices read)/ to semi.

OlUa

be bested, and a stubborn man
heart to be won."
You know the funniest thing
about it/ I tried the random read•
ing test on Earth Song and it's
actually preuy good. I mean. I
poke fun at the genre. but I may
have to sign up to read this one
myself. Now THAT'S the sign of
a good book. Earth Song is 408
pages long and I highly recommend every one of them.
• • • •
We're about halfway through
our sixty-day free trial of EBSCO's Magazine Article Summary
System.
This is a cd-rom product that
indexes about 400 different
magazines and carries 120 of
them in full text. If you're looking for information, it's the first
place to stop. The system is
available after 4:10 p.m. on most
days.
Just let us know that you'd like
to use it and we'll be glad to help
you get started. (Sorry, but
library business DOES take pre
cedence sometimes.) It cuts out a
lot of the drudgery of research
and leaves more time for you to
actually read and think. Remember the IBM motto: "Computers
should work, People should
think."

41..b"ill"-Amii0jmL 011,411k
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Louise Kuykendall of Ballard
County gave the devotion on
"Listen For Love." Secretary Ina
Sue Edrington of Carlisle County
called the roll and read the
minutes.
Treasurer Beverly Bunch of
Fulton County presented the
financial report, and also presented the 1994 proposed budget
which was approved by the council. Members approved a dues
increase from 15 cents to 50
cents beginning in 1995. This
increase will be voted on at the
Purchase Area Homemakers
annual meeting this fall.
The Audit Committee Chairman Francis Howard of Graves
County reported that her comittee
found the treasurer's books to be
complete and accurate for
1993-94 year.
Each of the county presidents
presented an oral and written

W_e_know whatyou like at

soqurs
Entire Stock

All

Outerwear
Jackets
25-33% OFF

Spring Blazers
No $49.99

report of programs of their counties. Each area chairmen reported
on special projects the area
should support.
Judy Wilson,- Extension Agent
from Fulton County. reported on
the Homemakers' Program Planning beginning August 1994 to
September 1995. There will be
one lesson, one training school
per month plus one workshop.
Vanda Gibson of Calloway
('ounty. vice president for programs for Kentucky Homemakers
Extension Association, presented
plans for the state meeting to be
in Lexington April 4-6. The
Purchase Area Homemakers will
be responsible for the trade show
beginning April 4.
"Road to Success" will be
theme for this year's Annual Day
to be hosted by Graves County
Homemakers, Anita Roberts,
county president, sated the meeting will be Oct. 14 at Graves
County High School. Area President Hobsood encouraged the
counties to consider a trjp to the
National Homemakers' meeting,
Aug. 7-12, in Little Rock, Ark.
Those who attended from Calloway County were Judy Stahler,
area public information chairman,
and Vanda Gibson, area parliamentarian. Also present was
Jeanne Davis, area program
director for the Purchase area.
The next council meeting will
be May 23 in Carlisle County.
One of the objectives of the
Purchase Area Extension Homemakers Association is to create
an awareness of needs of families
in the home, community, state,
nation and world. Join us today
by calling your local extension
office.
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Martha Andrus, right, president of Murray Woman's Club, accepts a
check for $300 from Sondra Barnett, treasurer of Kappa Department of
MWC. This was from funds Iron the annual Kappa Tour of Homes.

Donna Herndon. left, director of Calloway County Schools' Family
Resource Center, accepts a check for $300 from Sondra Barnett, treasurer of Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club. This was from
Kappa Tour of Homes fund.

Murray Police Officer Melodie Jones accepts a check for $300 from
Diane Guinn of Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club. This Is for
Jones' work in the DARE. Program of the city and county. The check
was from funds of annual Kappa Tour of Homes.

Adult Choir of Westside will
present program on Sunday
The Adult Choir of Westside
Baptist Church will present
"Break the Glory Free — Celebrating the Redemptive Breathroughs of God" on Sunday,
March 27, at 7 p.m. The musical/
drama was written by Billie Pate
and Don Wyrtzen.
Members of the Drama cast are
as follows:
Jim Carter, David Smotherman, Kagan Walker, Keena
Walker, Steve Arant, Randy
Adams, Rob Riley, Mitchell
Hopkins, Sally Pace, Chris Pew,
Jill Herndon, Sharon Arant,
Janice Morgan and Randy
Herndon.

Pre-Easter

S•A•L•E
Thursday-Friday-Saturday

Choir members are as follows:
Laura Thomas, Lynn Gustafson, Denise Henry, Jon Gustafson, Ronnie Walker, Ron Hubbard, Mary Sue Hubbard, Ladon
Haley, Pam Scott, Cindy
McClure, Linda Roach, Kathy
Timmons, Judy Hughes, Nadine
Beane, John Yezerski, Bruce
Breeding, David Smotherman,
Randa Cunningham, Bre-nda
Jones,
Danna Hutson, Pam Robinson,
Youlanda Grooms, Janice Wallace, Sheri Ross, Frank Finley,
Fran Harrington, Gregg Walker,
Steve Thomas, Beverly Stephens,
Linda Orr, Lawanda Hudgins,
Susan Jones, Rhonda Felts,
Lucretia Thompson, Wanda
Walker, Jean Fleming and Janice.
Morgan.
Serving on the technical staff
will be Kathey Ligon, sound;
Sherma Scott, lights; Judy
Smotherman, audio visual; Missions in Actions Sewing Circle,
costumes; Ted Cunningham, sets;
Judy Ingersoll, stage manager.
The public is invited to attend
this special program, a choir
member said.
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Downtown • Murray

We are pleased to announce
that Rebecca Wolf, bride-elect
of Jon Klein, has made her
domestic and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Rebecca and Jon will be
married May 28, 1994.
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Bazzell selected to attend seminar
Ken Bau.e.11, a sophomore at
Murray High School, has been
selected to attend the Hugh
O'Brian Youth Foundation
(HOBY) Kentucky West
Seminar.
Bazzell will pin more than

CALENDAR
Thursday, March 24
Calloway County Middle School
SBDM Council/6 pm/school
Murray Middle School P10/7
pm /school
Bridge Club of Murray/7 p m /Weeks
Community C•nt•r (use rear
entrance). Public invited
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Club/7 p.m /Pogue Library, Murray
State University
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veierans/7 p.m./Legion Hall.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Sirloin
Stockade.
Compassionate Frionds/7 . 30
p m./board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.
Christian Singles Group/7 p m rat
800 North 20th St.. Murray. Info/Joan,
759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994
First Christian Church events include
Singles Ministry Planning Team/6.30
pm
First Presbyterian Church events
include Lectionary Bible Study/7 p m
First Christian Church events include
Youth Bible Study/4:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
BYW/7 p.m. iv/Brenda Hines

Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p m /St
John Episcopal Church
753-0781.

Info/

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Pans InfoiKennith Broach, 753-3580
Lecture and style show by Gil White,
Canadian,/7 p m./ballroom of Curtis
Center, Murray State. Admission free
Student recital by Sharla Chappell,
flute/8 p.m /Farrell Recital Hall. Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Murray State Admission free.
Lecture by Dr. Okete Shiroya, Fulbright Scholar/4 p m./Room 208,
Faculty Hall, Murray State. Admission
free Info/762-6575.

HO Niter young kaders representing as many high schools
from throughout Kentucky who
will meet June 17 in Louisvilk.
The MHS student was chosen
based on her demonstrated leadership and potential for continued
leadership growth.
HOBY Leadership Seminars
bring together a select group of
high school sophomores so that
they can interact with groups of
distinguished leaders in business,
government, education and the
professions to discuss present and

Friday, March 25
Finger Printing for children/2:30-4:30
p m /Infant Department at Wal-Mart.
It Again Sam"/8
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.
Murray/Kontucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired Federal - Employees/11:30 a m./Sirloin

"Play

7

STOREWIDE SALE

future issues.
The goal is to provide the
youths an unique forum for learning about the American incentive
system and democratic process
and for broadening their understanding of their leadershiup
potential and quest for self
development.
The foundation was established
by the popular actor Hugh
O'Brian following a visit to Africa where he was inspired by a
meeting with Dr. Albert
Schweitzer.

Qfl% Off

All Gift Items

at the

Patio Shoppe
Lamps - Throws
Furniture, etc.

ken i Bazzell

40011r010
Hoffinant

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

*sr"'TAIIIITLY SHORTS

ES' JEANS

s.2 DAYS ON
FRI., MARCH 25Th & $AT.
•SAVE ON SHORTS FOIOM MINT CLUB'', CABIN CREEK'
FOR MISSES!

flAVE
SAVE ON MEN'S & YOUNG MEN'S
SHORTS FROM LEE, LEVI'S" AND THE ORIGINA

Intercollegiate Rodeo by MSU Rodeo
Club/7:30 p.m /West Kentucky Exposition Canter.

THURSDAY MARCH 24. 1994

ALL BOYS'&
VE ON JEANS FROM HUNT CLUB', LEE,BILL BLAST & MORE FOR

Stockade.
Parkinson's Support Group
meeting/2 p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citiens; activities.
Wilaka Contoriopon 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
AA and Al -Anon open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple, Murray. Info/753-8136 Of 435-4314.

Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
First Presbyterian Church events
Include Korean Bible Study Group/7
P.m.
Country Dance/7:30 p.m./Hardin
Community Center.
Line Dancing for members only/8
p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./National Guard Armory, cancelled
tonight.
Bingo Play for Jonathon-Aurora
Action Group/7 p m./Wishing Well
Public invited.
Lecture by Dr. Okete Shiroya/4
p.m./Room 208. Faculty Hall, Murray
State. Admission free.
Intercollegiate Rodeo by MSU Rodeo
Club/7:30 p.m./West Kentucky Expo
Center.
Storytelling/3:30 p.m./Barkley Room,
Curris Center; 7:30 p.m /Faculty Hall,
Murray State. Reception follows.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 1230 p.m. and 1 30
to 4:30 p.m.

SALE 15.99

SALE 16.99

JUNIOR'S SHORT FROM THE
ORIGINAL ARIZONA JEAN CO.

HUNT CLUB 9" SOLID
COLOR DENIM SHORTS

Reg 19.99
ALL JUNIOR BODYSUITS ON SALE

Reg. 522

Land Between the Lakes events
include 'The Seven Wonders of the
Solar System -/11 a m. and 2
p.m./Golden Pond Planetarium; Golden Pond Visitor Center, Homoplace
and Woodlands/open 9 am,-5 p.m.
Info/1-502-924-5602.

SALE
11.99
GIRLS SHORT FROM THE
ORIGINAL ARIZONA JEAN CO.
Rey 14.99 :_,Izes

14

SALE 11.99
BOYS' DENIM SHORT FROM
THE ORIGINAL ARIZONA
JEAN CO. Reg 14 99
Sale 7.991..

We are pleased to
announce that Anita
Lamb, bride-elect of
Duane Jackson, has
made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.
Anita and Duane
will be married April
2, 1994.

WAL-MART

SALE 9.99
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Shag to

Gretzky becomes NHL's greatest
By BETH NANA*
AP Sports Wrier
INGLEWOOD. Calif. (AP) —
A wide grin spread across Wayne
Greuky's sweat-soaked face.
Giddy with delight. he paused to
revel in his new status as hockey's greatest goal-scorer.
Fifteen years ago. Gretzky
scored his first NHL goal against
the Vancouver Canunks. On
Wednesday night. he came full
cutle. With a flick of his wrist,
Gretzky got the pick past Vancouver goalie Kirk McLean and
overtook Gordie Howe with 802
goals.
"1 don't think words can

describe dos mows that I felt.
and the feeling that I had." he
said, his blue eyes flashing. "I
was pretty tickled. It was a pretty
fun nionseat."
A crowd of 16,005 agreed.
saluting Gretzky with a prolonged standing ovation punctuated by shouts c( his,name.
Howe, who retired in 1980.
scored 801 goals in 1,767 games
over 26 seasons. Gretzky set the
record playing in his 1,117th
game and 15th season.
It was Gretzky's 62nd NHL
record, and now he owns every
major offensive record, including
total points with 2,448.

The Kings lost die game. 6-3.
Gretzky is the rare &Nese who
always wants to give the credit to
someone else. This time, he finally had to take it all himself.
And his awkwatdness showed.
"That's just 'never been my
style, to tell you what I think
about that stuff," he said. "I
think those are the kind of things
that people sit around bars and
drink beer over and discuss and
argue about. That's what sports is
all about."
Few can argue Gretzky's
ascension to the same level as
Hank Aaron. Walter Payton and
Kareem Abdul-Jobbat. Each or

them is the all-tune leader in the season.
their sport.
"I really couldn't believe bow
"It probably depends where
much room 1 had." he said. "The
you live," Gretzky said. "Up in funny thing was, when I gave it
Canada, it might be up there with to Marty I knew that he would
those records. Down here, it's somehow uy...to give it back to
probably lower on the totem pole.
That's fine by me."
McLean good-naturedly
With the Kings on a second- accepted his dubious association
period power play, Gretzky took
with Gretzky.
a cross-ice pass from Marty
"If 1'ml going to be in the
McSorky, a longtime teammate record book, it's good to be in it
with both Edmonton and Los
with him," the goalie said. "We
Angeles. McSorley had pulled could have made it a link toughMcLean out of the crease before er on him. He made a pass to
passing to Gretzky, who skated in (Luc) Robitaille at the blue line
from the left circle to find a nearly empty net for his 37th goal of •See Pogo 9

WEST REGIONAL

Booker key to Missouri,
says Orangemen guard
By BETH HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Missoun's Melvin Booker will be
marked Man When.Syracuse goes
for an upset in an NCAA West
Regional semifinal.
Syracuse guard Adrian Autry
figures if the Orangemen don't
contain Booker, their chances of
beating the Tigers tonight aren't
very good.
"Going up against him will be
like playing against somebody
from back home," said Autry,
who is from New York City. "He
really shoots the ball well, but he
also can put it on the ground.
"You have to play him straight
up because he is not a onedimensional type of player.
Hopefully, he won't be shooting
like he was.•"
Autry referred to Missouri's
109-96 victory over Wisconsin
last weekend, which earned the
Big Eight champion Tigers the
trip to California. Booker nearly
doubled his average, scoring 35
points. He made 11 of 14 field
goal attempts, including 6-for-8

'Hot Spring Give Away)

This Tractor
Has A
Lifetime
Warranty.'

So If You Want
The Day Off,
Pray For Rain.
Ingersoll 3000 and 4000 seem
Garden Tractors are the only
ones with the exclusive Hydriv•
hydraulic operating system, a
system so dependable it allows
us to offer a lifetime warranty,
the TOP (Total Owner Pr:section)
Liteetrne'Warranty. For, limited
time, buy the tractor and get
the mowar deck absolutely
FREE! See them and the rest of
Inseesors Mae of premium
laws and pedalo equipment at

11111E

McKee] Equipment
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut Street. Mlairray
(502) 793-3062
111:04 N. 5th St_ Paducah
(302) 444-0110
at nu Lanni Wan= Womanly a

II See Page 9

Robinson feature act in Knoxville
Kansas coach
won't talk Dog'
By TERESA U. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
With the way Glenn Robinson's
name is being thrown around,
you might think the NCAA's
Southeast Regional is simply the
Big Dog against the world.
Not so, says Kansas coach Roy

guys to ask all these questions
about Glenn Robinson," Williams said. "But it's PurdueKansas, Purdue-Kansas. If we
come out and if the scoreboard
says 'Robinson' and not
'Purdue,' then I'll be
impressed."
Today's semifinal action has
been promoted as Robinson —
All-American and the nation's
leading scorer at 30.3 points a
game — versus Kansas. The
6-foot-8 junior doesn't mind the
attention, but is worried about
coming up short.
"I know I have to be on top of

WESTSIDE
(71
BAPTIST CHURCH
presents

'Break,(The

my game. If they're going to fea- nal. No. 1 seed Purdue (28-4)
ture me, a lot of people are going plays fourth-seeded Kansas in the
to watch. And if I don't do well, other semifinal 30 minutes after
a lot of people are going to be the conclusion of the first game.
disappointed." Robinson said.
Williams has been preparing
He quickly pointed out he
his Jayhawks (27-7) for a multiwon't be playing alone, that faceted team that includes
Purdue would not have advanced outside-threat Cuonzo Martin (16
if his teammates .hadn't picked
points) and guard Matt Waddell
him up in their 83-73 second- (11.3). If Kansas slows down the
round victory over Alabama.
rest of the Boilermakers, Wil"I'm not worried about them
liams won't mind seeing Robinfeaturing me. I'm just going to son light up the scoreboard.
play hard." he said.
"We'll let him get his 30-point
No. 6 seed Marquette meets average," said Jayhawk Richard
second-seeded Duke in the
Scott. "He can take his 30 and
Southeast Regional's first semifi----go home as. long as we win the

By WENDY E. LANE
AP Sports Writer
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) —
California's Jason Kidd chose his
21st birthday to announce he is
leaving school for the NBA. That

tory Free"

Celebrating the Redemptive
Breakthroughs of God

Sunday, March 27
7:00 p.m.
753-8240

game."
Kansas will counter with its
uptempo game, and Williams
wants his defense to disturb
Purdue's shooting rhythm. Steve
Woodberry is the Jayhawks'
leading scorer with 15.5 points a
game, and could match up with
Robinson.
Robinson may be the easy
target for attention, but Purdue
coach Gene Keady figures
advancing in the tournament will
require more than offense. His
team has averaged 85 points a
game while giving up 73.

Cal's Kidd taking game to NBA
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Graves County, the First
Region champion, took a 44-36
lead on Jason Goatley's layup
25 seconds into the final
quarter..
Corey Goetz started Hilly
Cross's spurt, hitting a
15-footer at 7:20. Harney followed with a lane jumper and
two free throws, both after
Graves County turnovers, and
then scored on a rebound basket
to pull Holy Cross even at 44.
Another Graves County turnover Ictd to a dunk by Todd
Clark to give Holy Cross a
46-44 lead. Jason Williams
added a rebound basket and
Brian Johnson came up with a
driving layup off a steal to give
the Indians a 50-44 lead with
4:22 to go.
Goadey ended Graves Coun-

SOUTHEAST REGIONAL

300 S. Johnny Robertson Rd.

Ingersoll

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Joe Harney scored six points
during a 14-0 run early in the
fourth quarter and Covington
Holy Cross hit 10 of its last 11
free throws to upset No. 10
Graves County 62-59 in the
first round of the Boys State
Tournament on Wednesday.
Holy Cross (30-5), winning
its eighth straight(game, will
face Muhlenberg North in the
quarterfinals on Friday. Graves
County (29-6) bowed out in the
opening round for the second
straight year.
BOYS SWEET Is
Muhienberg N. 65. Univ. Heights 57
Coy. Holy Cross 62, Graves 59
Alen Cent 74, Sheby Co. 65
Lou Fairdaie 77, Clay Co. 75

from 3-point range.
is two wins away from the Final
Missouri (27-3), the top seed in Four after being upset in the first
the West, plays fourth-seeded round of each of the last two
Syracuse (23-6) in the first reg- NCAA tournaments.
ional 'semifinal: No. - 2' Arizona
Guards Khalid -Reeves' and —
i27-5) and No. 3 Louisville Damon Stoudamire arc the big(28-5) meet 30 minutes later.
gest reasons the Wildcats still are
The winners battle Saturday alive.
for a berth in the Final Four at
The Wildcats start 6-9 Joseph
Charlotte, N.C. The West is the Blair and 6-8 Ray Owes along
only regional where the top four with guards Stoudamire, Reeves
and Reggie Geary.
seeds made it. this far.
"Damon and Khali& have
Lawrence Moan. Autry's
running-mite—irguard, enters always had a good feel for knowtonight's game with a sore kit ing what the other guy is going to
hand. He suffered the injury in do before he does it," Arizona
practice Monday and gave con- coach Lute Olson said.
flicting reports about it
Louisville coach Denny Crum
Wednesday.
doesn't buy into the theory a
"I'm all right." he said before -team's chances against Arizona
adding, "You've got to play depend solely on stopping Reeves
University or Louisville photo
hurt."
and Stoudamire.
Louisville's Denny Crum must be wall-guarded to stop Arizona in
Arizona. the only team from
_
tonight's regional semifinal.
the West still in the tournament, •See Pag• 9

"Maybe CBS is paying you

Special Pricing On All Our
Products During
Starch itm April!

Holy Cross
fights back
to pull upset
over Graves

arleddly lorchnike a NI dm ion beers
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his idol, Magic Johnson, was
named to coach the Los Angeles
Lakcrs the same day made the
occasion even happier for Kidd.
Sure, the sophomore AllAmerica point guard cried a little
Wednesday when he talked about
his decision to leave college
without taking the Golden Bears
to the Final Four, But Kidd
already was thinking of what
he'd like to have happen on June
29, the day of the NBA draft.
"Hopefully, I'll be playing
with Magic," he said. "It would
be a great experience. He is,
think, a player's coach. He understands what it takes to be
successful."
Kidd, a 6-foot-4 defensive

demon with pinpoint passing
ability and great peripheral vision, often is hailed as the next
Magic. He's embarrassed by the
comparison, but always has idolized the former Lakers guard,
along with Boston Celtics great
Larry Bird.
Wherever Kidd ends up, he's
expected to be among the top
four picks in the draft. And
despite the promise of NBA
riches, the decision to leave his
teammates and coach wasn't
easy, he said.
"It made • it even harder,
because of coach (Todd) Bozeman and us being so close." he
said.

10 Ways To Beat The Lowest
CD Rates In Years
Call 1-800-203-0367, 24 hours, for a fro* recorded message to have the secrets your bank will never tell you
revealiscl In this report!
Your banker Is cringing knowing you are getting acopy of
this Information.
Find out why for yourself!
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Shag to play for U.S. national team

By SKIP LATT
AP Sports Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — A business agreement between PepsiCo
and USA Basketball cleared the way for Shaquille O'Neal to play
s world championships.
'
on tbe U.S. team at this Skimmer
one
of 10 players on the team
was
center
Magic
Orlando
Tic
befere dropping out over a sponsorship dispute. The agreement
mates him eligible to be one of the last two players named by
USAB.
O'Neal, the NBA's leading scorer, would join Alonzo Mourning
and Larry Johnson of Charlotte, Joe Dumars and Isiah Thomas of
Detroit, Shawn Kemp of Seattle, New Jersey's Derrick Coleman,
Los Angeles Clippers' Dominique Wilkins, Cleveland's Mark
Price, Steve Smith of Miami and Dan Majerle of Phoenix. Thomas
replaced Tim Hardaway because of a knee injury.
The 16-nation championships will be Aug. 4-14 at Toronto.

NASHVILLE.; Tenn. (AP) —
Left on the outside of the NCAA
Tournament, Vanderbilt's Commodores find themselves two
wins away from their second
National Invitation Tournament
championship in five years.
Vandy has pulled itself from
the ashes of a lackluster loss to
Auburn in the first round of the
Southeastern Conference tournament. Wednesday night, the
Commodores earned a ticket to
the NIT semifinals with an 89-74
win over Clemson (18-16).
"We're playing a lot looser,
with a lot more confidence and
more as a team," said guard
Frank Seckar.
Seckar enjoyed a perfect night
from the floor, hitting all five of
his shots, including four from
3-point range, to finish with 15
points.
Seckar's running mate Billy
McCaffrey scored 20 points in
the first half and finished with 27
for the Commodores (19-11).
"I've never been in the NIT
and I want to win it. I think the
whole team has a lot of desire to
do that," said McCaffrey, a
senior who transferred to Vanderbilt from Duke three years ago.

Ferguson says Mercer offered bribe
NEW YORK (AP) — Heavyweight Jesse Ferguson testified that
an overweight, underuained Ray Mercer offered him $100,000 during a fight last year to deliberately lose.
Ferguson, a 37-year-old journeyman whose biggest purse was
545,000, gave the alleged offer serious thought. Expected to lose,
Ferguson won at Madison Square Garden on Feb. 6, 1993, by a
decision and collected $10,000.
The prosecution says Mercer, then No. 4-ranked heavyweight,
offered the bribe because he saw his shot at a $2 million payday
and champion Riddick Bowe's title lost to Ferguson.

Toronto's Carter sees
'94 open on sour note
The Associated Press
For Joe Carter, the magnificent
ending of 1993 is dampened by
the horrible start of 1994.
Carter, who hit only the second
home run to end a World Series,
.will be sidelined for at least a
month after fracturing his right
thumb Wednesday in the Toronto
Blue Jays' 12-9 victory over the
Minnesota Twins at Dunedin,
Fla.
"They say he could try and hit
some by April 1 and maybe get
in a game by opening day, but
that's certainly up to Joe," Blue
Jays assistant trainer Brett
Andrews said. "There's no surgical procedure needed, the splint

is just to immobilize it so it
doesn't move around in there."
Carter was hit in the fourth
inning on a pitch that Blue Jays
manager Cito Gaston charged
was intentionally thrown at the
Toronto star. The thumb, broken
just at the upper knuckle, was put
in a splint that must remain on
for four weeks.
Carter, 34, hit 33 home runs
with 121 RBIs and batted .254
last season. He joined Bill
Mazeroski as the only players to
end a World Series on a homer
with a three-run drive in the bottom of the ninth inning off Philadelphia's Mitch Williams in
Game 6.

ty's scoring drought with a
3-pointer from the left wing to
trim the margin to three points
with four minutes to go.
But Holy Cross, the Ninth
Region representative, connected from the free-throw line
to withstand Graves County's
comeback hopes.

Jane Rogers Ins.

March 24,
25 & 26
Beginning at
7:30 p.m.

•••

High School Rodeo
Sunday, March 26 at 2 p.m.

West Kentucky Livestock
and Expo Center
College Farm Rd., Murray

Tickets available at the door or for more information, call 762-3125.
Sponsored by the IASI) Rodeo Club.

SAE 30 SAE 40 5W30 10W40 200

(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

PRO BASKETBALL

Harney, a junior swingman,
finished with 25 points, while
Williams had 13 and Clark 12.
The Indians made 21 of 41
shots for 51 percent.
Jeremy Mayes led Graves
County with 16 points, followed
by Joe Alderdice and John Barber with 12 apiece. The Eagles
hit 25 of 48 shots for 52
percent.

from totally dominating the
game. At this level, it's rare
when one or two players can win
for you. They've got other good
players on their squad, too."
LouisillC is led by onextf-the
country's best inside players,
6-foot-9 Clifford Rozier, an AllAmerican.

EXHIBITION BASEBALL

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Chvpsoon
W L Pct.
46 19 7011
Nevi York
40 27 547
Oriarkto
Meryl
37 29 561
Now Jersey
14 31 523
Boston
22 42 144
21 46 313
PhLadelphia
19 47 284
Washnglon
Central Division
47 19 712
x•Atlanta
44 23 657
37 30 552
Cie=
Indiana
35 30 534
29 36 446
C Ninon*
Douro
19 47 288
18 47 277
he *aukto
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Denaion
W L Pct.
46 18 719
z-naausiOn
x•San Antonio
46 20 697
Utah
43 25 632
33 32 508
Denver
19 47 2811
IA'messa
8 58 121
Dallas
Pacific Division
48 17 734
4- Seattle
Pho•nr
43 22 662
40 27 597
Portland
38 27 5115
Goiden State
LA Laken
28 37 431
24 41 369
LA C110044s
23 4.3 348
Sacramento
4-cinched playoff spot
• Gimes
Wed nixed my•
Cheap 90. Pholadaroha 17
Atlanta 100. Charlotte 42
Dis4r01 111. LA Cippers 107
Indiana 74, Cleveland 77
LA Lakers 112. Dallas 109
Orlando 96 Ulah 93
Thursday's Carnes
Boston at Washington. 630 pm
LA Laker; at Houston. 7 30 p m
lAam et Denver 8pm
PMOON I at Seattle. 0 pm
lAhvauluse at Golden Wes 910 pm.
San AnIorm at Sacramento. 9:30 p.m.

ANIERSCAN LEAGUE
GB
7
9-4
12
23•Ii
26
2Th
3'h
10'h
11'h
17.4.
28
28.4
Ge
5
13/.

2s
39
—
5
9
10
20
24
25,

96
14
13
11
11

Seam*
Oakland
Boston
Douce
Cieve4nct
Chicago
Kansas City
Nee York
Baltimore
hvaukee
lAnnescsa
Toronto
Texas
Callomia

5
8
8
0
10
11
11
10
12
12
12
12
13
16

Pct.
737
619
579
550
545
542
476
444
429
420
429
429
.409
154

NATIONAL LEAGUE
W
7
13
7
12
7
12
II
12
13
10
10
13
13
10
9
10
II
10
11
11
10
10
9 12
5 14
14
4
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta 6. Now Yoh Men
St Loos 4. Plnettingh 2
Los Angeles 18. Now Yong Yankees 10
Cleveland 5, OnonnaS 2
Houston 13, Detroit 8
Boston 7. Texas 7, 11 mauve, be
Toronto 12. lAnnesout 9
Oakland 2. San Diego 0
MP/NUMMI 12. San Francisco 11
Chicago While Sol 9. Baltimore 5
Colorado (sal 8. Cabarets 7. 10 innings
Colorado (84) 10, Arizona 0

San ranaeco
St Louis
Atlanta
Los Angeles
Chicago
Colorado
New YOfk
Prtimire5ma
Haman
Florida
P11tstiu
Cincinnati
Montreal
San Dego

it," he said, slowly. "It's a thrill
to score one more goal than Gordie Howe.
"All the years I watched Gordic play, all the times I dreamed
about playing on the ice one day
in this professional sport..."

Register to Win 2 Tickets to
1994 Talledaga 500!

MAY 1
1994
NASCAR
New from
NAPA Auto Parts
Same Day Delivery on
special Pails when
,rd.-red by 9 30 a m

(I MI)
Youth Baseball Association
for all regular Murray/Calloway Co.
Baseball leagues

•Gretzky becomes...
and put himself into an open spot
later in the play."
Pandemonium broke out in the
Forum, with Gretzky's teammates
leaping from the bench to surround him on the ice. A brief
ceremony followed as footage of
Howe's and Gretzky's careers
was shown.
The achievement still hadn't
sunk in more than an hour after
the game.
"I still kind of can't believe

INTERCOLLEGIATE
RODEO

MOTOR OIL

'See me kw aN your tangly insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray

REGISTRATION

FROM PAGE 8

17m•s: Saturday, March 26 • 9 a.m.-3 p.m
Wednesday. March 30 • 3-6 p.m.
Place: Dennison Hunt Sporting Goods. Inc
1203 West Chestnut,
Cost $30 for 1st child, $25 for 2nd. and
$20 for the 3rd and each additional
chdd of a given farrily & household
'AI one reGestranon wS nsguilw a $10 fe•

Remodel the kitchen
with Profile"
Built-In Appliances
D

MOVM11=1

ELECTRIC TOOLS
c

1.R.A.s

White on white Downdraft
Cooktop Model JPN89RWH
Shown

Introducing the new GE Profile'appliance series.

Large Selection of Milwaukee Tools on Hand
I

OLESALE

••/1

LECTRIC

These built-in appliances offer white on white styling and a variety
of cooking options. The double oven offers two cooking systems,
convection bake in the upper oven and conventional lower oven.
Both ovens are self-cleaning. The dual modular cooktop can be
tailored for any cooking need. Optional cooking modules include
Calrod° and solid disk surface units and a plug-in grill module.
ilbwerful downdraft venting provides installation flexibility. See
" appliances at your GE dealer.
these and other versatile Profile.

Murray Appliance & TV

FARM
BUREAU

"Your General Electric, RCA & Jenn Air Dealer"

INVESTMENTS

7534703

e.5

White on whi e Convection Oven
Model JKPS5WP Shown

• 30 Day Satisfaction Guaranteed.
• If for any reason you are not
completely satisfied (within 30
days of purchase) you can exchange the product or receive a
complete refund.

4.1114

MURRAY
STATE

NAPA BRAND

Sponsored By:

•West Regional...
FROM PAGE 8
"That very well might be
true," he said. "But they have to
guard our guards, too. We have
pretty good guards, even though
one of them is a freshman
(DeJuan Wheat).
"Our game plan is to slow
them down a little bit, keep them

Vaady fell behind 7-0 in the
opening minutes, but caught the
Tigers at 12-12 on a jumper from
the free throw line by Chris Lawson. The teams traded the lead
three times before Vandy went on
top for good 17-16 on an inside
basket by Malik Evans with
12:35 left in the opening hall.
Vandy took charge with a 16-7
run late in the half, moving ahead
43-29 after a jumper by McCaffrey, who scored 9 points during
the Commodore surge.
Clemson made its run at Vanderbilt early in the second half
after falling behind 52-33 on a
3-point play by Ronnie
McMahan.
Deven Gray, who finished with
24 points to lead the Tigers, then
ignited a 14-2 Clemson surge
with three consecutive baskets.
Jeff Brown's basket with 14:02
still to play left the Tigers trailing 54-47.
The Commodores quickly reassumed control with an 8-2 run a
few minutes later with a 4-point
play by Seckar the critical play.
A tip by Evans pushed the Vandy
lead to 68-5 3 with 9:16
remaining.
Sharone Wright finished with
15 points for Clemson and Brown
added 14. Lawson had 16 points
for Vandy and McMahan 12.

SCOREBOARD

•Holy Cross...
FROM PAGE 8

MI

Vandy in NIT final four
with win over Clemson

SPORTS
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMI$

206 E. Main

SUPPLY

753-8194

212 E. Main St.

753-1586
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Benefit Dance

FARRIER'S FORMULA
$16.95
CfTY NAILS
C.APEWELL
$5.31
DIAMOND SPECIAL PLAIN 0
S1.98/PR

Final rites ft
of Miller Fund

Rev, Joe Eatc
Pallbearers
Smotherman, I
ofol/Ow in Mu

Organizers plan memorial for Chuck Simons

( !sir. 14cbers
Lourdes Hosp

Strictly Horseshoes. Hooka,& Horseeto•ing Suppies
From Murray Hwy. 121 South 11
759-9557
Moues 7 a.m.
4

April 30 is the date set for an
the talent and contnbutions that "Chuck" Simons gave
to the region during the 53 years that
he lied in Murray. A scholarship
benefit dance will be held in the
Curns Center Ballroom on the Murro Suite University campus from
Pt ;4`‘) to 11:30 p.m.
The dance will feature a big band
and guest artists made up of some ol

Mos. WM Leff 3/4 Wes
- Monday to ktclery

'Serving The Pari

event to honor

y Since 1986'

B-11-1111-0•0
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Every Friday at 7 p.m.

s4 800 Letter
\

• $700 Jacka.a
One

.
1 11.)
11
1•1-
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• Letter II

IAs' PA\

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 1N twill, :Murray, K.

759-1752

Pet,.

•

'
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"We are planning music that
features some of Chuck's favorite

LAST WEEKEND
Play It Again Sam
Adult Comedy

A Sophisticated

off Arcadia Drive
City-County Park
For Reservations
Call:

kU

Communication organizer of the
e.ent, said "the response of the
musicians has been tremendous.
They are happy to donate their time
and honored to be a pan of this
effort"

H Jackpot!!!

$11 ,1 , 1'

• 14 (Lime,

friends of Chuck Simons
Roger Reichmuth, assistant dean
of the college of Fine Arts and

,

Bingo

March 25, 26. 27
Fri. & Sat. 8 p.m.
Sun. 2 p.m.
•

. • • Fleming Furniture... Benton & Paducah

• •

Fleming FUrniture...Bentoti & Paducah • • •
S
$4949
4
0

SPECIAL HOURS:
THURSDIAY 9:00 - 6:00
FRIDAY 9:00 - 8.00
SATURDAY 9:00 - 5:00

The weather was awful ...
The trucks keep rolling...

GUARANTEED SAVINGS!

Take Our ALREADY LOW Discount Price
Then Deduct Another 10% - 20% - 30%

WHITE
DOT
Flemings Discount Price
And Deduct Another

YELLOW
DOT
Flemings Discount Pnc•
And Deduct Another

- 40%

ORANGE
DOT

BLUE
DOT

Flemings Discount Price
And Deduct Another

Flemings Discount Price
And Deduct Another

509
RED
DOT
Flemings Discount Price
And Deduct Another

ENDS
SOON
Thomasville •

Sealy • G.E. • La-Z-Boy • Lane • Broyhill
American Sleep • Cochrane • Klaussner • Chrome Craft • S.K. And More
Bedroom • Dining Room • Living Room • Bedding • T.V.'s • V.C.R.'s • Appliances
NOTHING HELD BACK!
SOMETHING HAS TO GO!

compositions played by associates
with whom he worked between

1941 and 1993. It should be a great
evening for dancers and listeners.
We want people of all ages from the
region to be here, as Chuck's music
was enjoyed by the very young to
the very mature."
A special musical tribute is
planned as a pan of the evening
which will also feature photos and

The National Scouting Museum
and the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum are celebrating the 100th
anniversary of the birth of Norman
Rockwell with special exhibits.
The Wrather West Kentucky Museum, located on the campus of
Murray State University, is hosting
an exhibit, titled "Celebrating
America: The Norman Rockwell
Legacy."
The free exhibit features rarelyseen artwork from the National
Scouting Museum's world-class
collection of Rockwell originals.
Joining the Rockwell an are six
paintings by illustrator and longtime Rockwell friend and colleague
Joseph Csatari. The exhibit will be
on view through July 5.
The Scouting Museum's. yearlong Rockwell celebration will feature speakers including the director
of the Norman Rockwell Museum
in Massachusetts, plus a new Rockwell exhibit, Rockwell stories by
The Spinners! and a Rockwell
Country Fair in October.
Rockwell was without doubt the
most well-known and beloved illustrator of American life for over 66
years. He was best knOim for his47
years of work with the "Saturday
Evening Post." He produced 321
cover illustrations for the magazine.
Rockwell's affiliation with the Boy
Scouts of America lasted 64 years.
Scouting fit well with Rockwell's
view of American life. His Scouting
illustrations captured important moments in the life of a Scout, his
family, and his Scouting friends.

nig
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Denton, K y
145 14 Main
527-34111
1400-5994224

FurrIltute . Benton 6 Pad .

The National Scouting Museum,
also located on the campus of
Murray State University. housed the
second largest collection of Rockwells in the world. The museum's
priceless collection contains more
than 50 or Rockwell's finest oil
painting and sketches. The collection spans Rockwell's entire career,
from his first Scout oil painting in
1918 to his last in 1976.
The National Scouting Museum
is more than collection of things. It
is a collection of experiences.
Through its theaters, storytellers
and learning activities, visitorsjourney into the world of youth -a world
of developing self-reliance, confidence and cooperation.
Gateway Park, at the museum's
entrance, is especially fun. Its
ropes, bridges and obstacles test the
courage and agility of individuals
and groups. The lower level course
of the park is for ages seven and up,
while the more difficult high ropes
course is open to those ages 11 and
up. Gateway Park is open on
weekends only in April, May, September and October. The park is
open the same hours as the museum
June 1 until Labor Day.
The museum is open Tuesday
through Saturday. March 1 through
Nov. 30 from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and Sunday from 12:30 to4:30 p.m.
It is closed Mondays and on
Thanksgiving Day and Easter Sunday.
For a free calendar of events of
the Rockwell celebration call 7623383.

'Naked Gun'tops box office
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
"Naked Gun 33 1-3 The Final
Insult" got nothing but respect at
the box office, enjoying the best
weekend mimic openin_gof the
year with ticket sales of $13.2
million, according to figures
released Monday.
Leslie Nielsen's latest outing
as the lamest detective in Los
Angeles topped "On Deadly
Ground," which took in $12.6
million in its February debut but

eir

has sunk to 11th place.
"Guarding Tess," with Shirley
MacLaine as a cranky former
First Lady, was second last
weekend with SS& million. The
comedy "Monkey Trouble"
opened in third place with $4.6
million.
The Oscar-nominated "Schindler's List" rose to fourth place in
the weekend before Monday's
Academy Awards, grossing $4.3

Calendart
WAR=SY
BUSINESS COUNCIL 1
,
0111 71IE ARTS
MarrayiCalloway Camay Chamber colCommemr

March 25-27
Theatrical Production — 'Play It Again
Sam, admission charged Show
begins at 8 p m on Fndays and Saturdays and 2 p m on Sundays at the
Playhouse in the Part
March 25
Storytelling — Folks Tegetthoff performs in German, free at 3 30 p m. in
Gums Center Barkley Room
•Storytelling — 'Spinning Tales An
Evening of Storytelling,' by the Spinners! with Folks Tegethoft free at 730
p m in Faculty Hall Reception follows
March 31
Faculty Recital — Robert Barehe4d,
baritone. and Mane Taylor, piano, free
at 8 p m in Farrell Recital Hall
AprIl 4
Meeting — Camera Club, free at 7
p m at Calloway County Public
Library

Through March 27
Photography Show — 16th Annual
Magic Silver Show, free at Eagle Gallery Hours k4on/Wed/Fri — 8 a m to
6 p m , Tues/Thurs — 8 a m to 7 30
pm Sat—loam to4pmSun—
to 4 p m
Through July 5
Art Exhibit — 'Celebrating America
The Norman Rockwell Legacy,' free at
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
Weekly
Painting Sessions — Murray Art Guild,
10 am. to 4 pm Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 6 30 p m to 9 p.m
Thursday. at the guild Visitors are
welcome
Deily
Art Exhibit — 'Scouting Through tie
Eyes of an Illustrator' and Illustrating
Scouting,' admission charged
Tues -Fri 9 a m b43Opm., Sunday
— 12 30 to 4 30 p m at the National
Scouting Museum

•
OM«
Leallid Wit
Jae Stalla Carpet
1143 Neralwiesd Dr.

Abu

A

Ms.

}

Two local museums
celebrate Rockwell
with special exhibits

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!
STORE HOURS: - Monday Through Saturday 9-5, Friday Night

slides that relatives, friends Ind
professional associates have amt.
butcd.
Proceeds beyond expenses are
being directed to the Charles E.
"Chuck" Simons Music Scholarship
fund and additional contributions to
the scholarship are welcomed.
Reservations for the event should be
made by calling 762-3001 or 1,300-753-8510.

Cali Today
Professional
Real Estate
want your
real estate business"

'Total COMM4tMtnt
to Service'
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DEATHS
Harry E. Recker

Gerald H. Richerson
Final rites for Gerald H. Richerson are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel
or Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. R.I. Burpoe and the
Rev. Joe Eaton are officiaung with music by Mrs. Oneida White.
Pallbearers are Dewey Hall, Urban Belcher, James Rose, John
Smotherman. Clifford Garrison and James Lee Cohoon. Burial will
ofulktnv in Murray City Cemetery.
( !sir. Xieherson, 77, Rt. 7, Murray, died Tuesday at 2:06 a.m at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

,

Ms. Clora Mae (Gloria) Mathis

The funeral for Ms. Clora Mae (Gloria) Millis- is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Jimmy
Mathis is officiating.
Pallbearers are Eddie Mathis, Loyd Dale Thomas, Terry Broach,
Larry Neal Babb, Leonard May and Ray Broach. Burial will follow in
Maplewood Cemetery there.
Ms. Mathis, 79, Rt. 10, Benton, formerly of Mayfield, died Tuesday
at 210 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She had worked as a department store sales manager. Her parents,
B. Mathis and Lena Rhodes Mathis, one sister, Mrs. Lucille Babb,
and three brothers, Loyd. Larkin and Monroe Mathis, preceded her in
death.
Survivors include three nieces, Mrs. Carol Hendrickson, Murray,
Mrs. Jean Ann Viniard, Clinton, and Mrs. Betty jane Sanders, Mary
Allen, Fla.; three nephews, Morgan Mathis, Mayfield, Jerry Lynn
Mathis, Sumter, S.C., and Richard Mathis, Minnesota; a cousin, Mrs.
Martha Rhodes Broach and husband, Ray, Murray.

"Check with Bob tor the
lowest competitive price"

Harry E. Recker, 65, Bee Creek Drive, Murray, died Wednesday at
9:20 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He had been employed by Colonial Bread Company for 27 years. A
Kentucky Colonel, he was a member of Memorial Baptist Church.
Born June 15, 1928, in Ottawa, Ohio, he was the son of the late
Harry C. Recker and Willie Corben Recker. Seven sisters and one
brother also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Helen Cotner Recker, to
whom he was married on April 30, 1949: two sons, Jeff Recker, Memphis, Tenn., and Tim Recker and wife, Bonnie, Lawrenceville, Ga.;
six grandchildren; Jason, Joshua, Malinda, Trisha, Tyler. and Lon
Recker; one sister, Mrs. Nell Miller and husband, Roy, Lexington,
Tenn.; one brother, Bill Recker and wife, Brenda, Jackson, Tenn.
Also surviving are his mother-in-law, Mrs. Tommie Cotner, Jackson. Tenn.; one sister-in-law, Mrs. Chris LaParte, Largo, Fla.; five
brothers-in-law, Charles Cotner and wife, Ann, Doug Cotner and wife.
Donna, Billy Cotner and wife, Juanita, Larry Cotner and wife, Danna,
and Stanley Cotner and wife, Laura, all of Jackson, Tenn.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. Dr. T.A. Thacker and the Rev. Jim Simmons will
officiate.
Graveside services will be Friday at 4 p.m. at Highland Memorial
Cemetery, Jackson, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
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John Eldridge (Dick) Yarbrough
John Eldridge (Dick) Yarbrough, 95, Inwood, W.Va., died there
Tuesday.
He was the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. T.E. Yarbrough of Calloway County. His wife, Mrs. Catherine Yarbrough, preceded him in
death.
Mr. Yarbrough was a retired serviceman and had worked as a welder at the Naval Shipyard at Baltimore, Md.
Survivors include one son, Ted Yarbrough and wife, Juanita, three
grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren, all of West Virginia.
Local survivors include a sister, Mrs. Hope Fox, two nieces, and
four nephews.
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Donna Herndon, left, coordinator of Calloway County Schools' Family
Resource Center, was presented a convertible child's Cosco car seat by
Crystal Parks, Calloway County Women's chairperson of Farm Bureau.
The Resource Center, located at East Elementary School, also serves
Southwest and North Elementary Schools. The mission of the center Is
"a coordinated network of community-based family and specific services arranged on a referral basis," Herndon said.

Ault Learning Center
offering free classes
The Murray State University
Adult Learning Center is offering
free classes for anyone 16 years of
age or older who needs assistance in
preparing for the GED,ACT or tests
for vocational or technical schools.
The classes are sponsored by the
WeukfoFee Development Cabinet,
the Kentucky Office of Adult Education and Literacy and the Continuing Education/Academic Outreach Center at Murray State University.
In addition, to the courses, _the
ALC offers computer-assisted instruction in developing reading
skills in the arcs of social studies,
science and literature. The center is
available to anyone who would like
to practice skills for personal satisfaction.
Dot Newborn, director of the
ALC, said classes covering basic
math, algebra and geometry, English and English as a second language will be offered beginning
Monday, March 28.
Day classes are planned for Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. The
basic math class will meet from 8:30
to 10 a.m. and the English class
from 10:30 a.m. until noon.
Night classes will also be provided on Mondays and Tuesdays.
The basic math class will meet on

Mondays from 6 to 7:30 p.m.
followed by the English class from
7:45 to 9 p.m. The algebra and
geometry class as well as the English as a second language class will
meet on Tuesdays from 6 to 8 p.m.
All sessions will be held in the
ALC office, located in room 206 of
Roy Stewart Stadium on the Murray
State Campus.
The classes are limited to 20
students each and are offered on a
first come-first served basis. Persons interested in enrolling in any of _
these classes should contact the
ALC at 762-6971 or stop by the
ALC office Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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Reynolds
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BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Possible $2,500 Parttime
$8,000 Fulltim• monthly
processing insurance
dams for Healthcare Providers and Dentists Soft
ware Purchase requires
plus computer Financing
MILLIONAIRES Income available
$3001o$700aday Honest 1-800-722 SAMS
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SMR Wireless
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FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing - $25.00
Tax Preparation

Pick Up & Delivery On Request

KOL Bookkeeping
& Payroll Service
Kathy Lee • 502-474-2796

REDKEN

Call Tony Page at

753-8107

Kiwanis Gun
Knife Show
zaturday & Sunday
• March 26 & 27 1
4 r
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
ay County Middle School
$3.00 Donation

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!

Call (502) 382-2306

DRIVERS Over tie Road
conventional equipment
hats weeks 1 year expenence required Start 27 34
CPM Benefits Call
800 444 6648

NOTICE
Calloway County Sheriffs Office
in Regard to County taxes. Effective April 1st there will be an
additional $9.00 advertising fee
added to each County tax bill.
The Delinquent list will be advertised April 7, 14, 21st, 1994.

DRIVERS Midwest Shot
Maul and OTR Opportuni
tiesf-No slip seating home
weekly et shorthaul excel
lent pay/benefits BUR
LINGTON MOTOR CAR
RIE RS 1 800 JOIN-BOAC
EOE

Rollins DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
tractor trailer drivers Must have minimum 2 years
OTR verdiable experience, excellent pay, mar
medical.
dental
and eyeglass & 5
year vested retirement
Home
weekends

1-800-782-8759

070

759-1874

Fringe Benefits
WI Set

$30

Haircut

Formerly Sun Sensations
---d nd—
Norma jeane's Nails

6041/2 Broad Ext.

STATE LINE

WESTERN WORLD
Is having a howling good sale this
month on name brands like Rocky
Mountain. Wrangler. Roper. Acme,
Bailey, Big Horn, and many more So
shop with us, compare
prices & return for savings
you II appreciate
STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD is
located I I saes west of Hue oo
893 west Look for brown& orange
orso at the yellow cation Itsttt IS

Hurl Clete Moo Se 10 5
502- 492-6 1 44

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a COMpleltit Line of
• Green Houses
• Soil-Less Mixes
• Outssde Float System
• Finished Plants
'Float Trays
• Started Plants
Now booking started & finished plants.
Construction available on greenhouse&

1-800-831-3239

(502) 435-4415

BURIAL INSURANCE

Domestic
& Childcare

Custom Built Garages
and Storage Buildings

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced references Call
Uncle 759 9553

Smith's Construction
& Overhead Doors

Pt you we in reasonably good health and can
answer no to a less questions you may quality or
preferred rates Below are a lee monthly preferred

rases at descent ages tor $4000 policy

a9•1 50
490 55
628 60

MALE

FEMALE

el 1 16

$856
10 60
13 52
169€
23 20
31 24

1406

18 28
23 32
31 40
4144

.
g.65
•90 70
sa• 75

Premiuml

guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

E
055

WILL babysit in my home
753 5998

•

By

Completely Erected, Inducing Concrete Floors Not
Pre Fab. Carpenter Built Al Quality Materials

WILL sit with elderly Indudes meals 8 cleaning
Call 7534590 for informsbon & references -

Position
Wanted
ALTERATIONS and is
paws Ransil gowns Si tuxedos Ruth 5 See and Seer
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 7536961
SEWING jobs wanted including formal wear
753-1061

SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY

Least 71.3.41se
Nallantattlei TOLL FREE
1-400-465-4IIIII

$10

Shades
Eq Color ---------$20

Manicure
(Hot Wax)

Call Now! 753-4347

•

Business
Opportunity

CLASSIFIED

We offer you FREE Estimates References and Location of Garages In Your Ares and Written Warranty
DELUXE MODELS
With Hardboard Siding
Vinyl Siding
12x20
113,1100.00
$3,92s.00
18x20
$4,1011.00
54,000.00
22x22
$UMO
$5,000.00
24x24
K705./8
$11,125.00
24x30
116,771.00
Plus ON Level Lot
(502) 247Owner
(502) 247
44,49 •
Kyle Sevin
4449
Wee else your Clem ovsetssed door distributor
and instiltersi

:axiom

•
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

En

It

er HOLE SALE DEALERS
LOG HOMES Ken dried
logs Excellent prohel Pro
"acted territory Full/Pail
me Fre. training Call Mr
Jones 1 800 321 5647
Old Times Log Homes Mt
Juliet TN

YOU BRING
753-7400

Niatelege -

1979 FORD Courier & top
per $400. caw Also small
sleeper sole good oondi
bon $175 759 4756 alter

BOGARD tucking and Eta
aavaling inc We haul top
sod gravel. fdl dirt atlas
rock. rip rap 759 1826

5Pffl

REFRIGERATOR stove
dryer I super single
waterbed Call 7564014
after 5pm or leave
message

BRIDESMAID DRESSES
I peach 1 mauve, size Ito
10, $36ree 753-5368

Wynn's
Nursery
Onion riots now
available
Vegetable paints
shrubs

WE SELL

Hwy. 69 North
Went
To Buy

1'4 mt. from
State line

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

901-782-3508

CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436 2578
901-644-0679

AAPOST Frame Buildings
Size 24 x40'x9 Eave Price
$5,072 plus freight Other
SIZOS available Blitz Boil
dere 1-800-628 1324

CASH paid tor good, used
rifles shotguns and pis- BATHTUB & marble trim
tols Benson Sporting °anode & 2 vanity tops
Goods 519 S 12th, Electric hot water heater
Murray
Dishwasher 2 room size
carpets 753 4246
USED Nordic Track
753 5450
BATTERY operated pink
13arbie car, $75 Couch & 2
WANT to buy used boats
chars $40 Girls 16in boy
motors & trailers
de (Murray/Puppy Love
502 436 5464
brand) $20 Bed (no matWINDOW air conditioners
tress) $30 Dog carrier,
working or not 753-5958
$10 Child car seat. $10
Call 759 1447 between
8am 4pm M F
10x12 PORTABLE building. vinyl siding, 2yrs old
Call 759-9349 or 753 1873

BEDROOM suit coffee
table 2 end tables & re
diner Camper sleeps 5 all
gas 474 2320 after 5pm

GREEN EARTH LAWN SERVICE
Mowing

Tilling

Hedge Tnmming

Landscaping

Mowing Time Is Nearly Here!
- CALL TODAY FOR FREE ESTIMATE

.

753-8222

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

All Types Of:

•

Custom Woodworking
and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
400 Sunbury Murray (Behind Bunny Breed)
753-5940
)
• 41

Sxcood Car

Willi Duckling
Cattaniagm
localions

Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Lowest Rates in Town
Omly Weekly or Monthly Rates

-- AUCTION ••

CAB-over truck camper
Old but sound $350 Can
be seen at 206 E Poplar

FRUSTRATION pencils
tracing figures book
marks. magnets HBS R11,
Hardin KY 42048
GARDEN TILLERS Rear,
Tine TROY BUILT Tillers,
at low, direct from the factory prices For FREE catalog with prices. special
SAVINGS NOW IN EFFECT, and Model Guide
call
FREE
TOLL
I 800-922-4600. Dept 6
GLASS for sunroorris or
room enclosures 50% below retail 28X76 Thermopane $3995 Many other
sizes available clear,
bronze and low-E Free
informataion
1 800 841-9842
JUNIOR Barrett Saddle,
black & red, $85 Call
527 5294 after 5pm
LIFESTYLER 100 tread
mill, only 3mos old, gave
$600 sell for $300 Flex
2000 exercise equipment
with stepper. $200 Two full
size mattresses & box
springs, $30 for each set
354-8893
LOG HOMES .Design ser
vices FREE BROCHURE
HONEST ABE LOG
HOMES.3855 Clay County
Highway, Dept CK, MOSS,
Tennessee 38575 (800)
231-3695
MATTRESSES, any size
Buy factory direct' Ask ab
out our %pads!Smith MatFactory
tress
502-851-3160
METAL garage door with
frame Size 110 Ruff Almost new Call 753-7481
after 12noon
MOTORCYCLE helmet
steel toe work boots & army
boots Camping supplies
Jerry's Sporting Goods,6th
& Walnut. Mayfield
MYERS 80.000 BTU. up
flow gas furnace, $100
Hedges 30 gallon, gas hot
water heater, $75- Kenmore 14,000 BTU a/c,
$250 Gibson 18,000 BTU
a/c. $75 Kenmore heavy
duty, extra large load,
washer & dryer, $150/ea
Call 436-2326.
NEW metal siding & rooting. Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalurne. Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724.
PROM DRESS size 8, blue
& white, jewelry to match,
$100 753-5368

Lynnville, KY, Hwy. 94
Just west of Lynnville on Hwy. 94

QUEEN size brass bed with
mattress & springs $250
RCA compact camcorder
with battery adapter & carrying case. $300
492-8899

SELLING THE TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
OF THE LATE MR. GOSEL WILSON
•• SHOP EQUIPMENT ••
Vitir Cricket XL wire weer. Oiler mode 250 ACrOC welder et
trader & leads, Brunner BO gal 2 sage 5 hp ar compressor,
Craftsman metal Cutting saw, hyd bumper sick. Craftsman acty. &
re! gauges & torches & tanks, Sears 203 arm binary charger,
Hee-Werner i'is ton floor eck,IAD 4'c.hopiaw,ill air grinder,CP
air ratchet 34 &we,CP am weed V? awe,Craftsman drill press
weinse,fioa lack& hyd iodises*& stand,rockwie axdnitc P air
sander can't Sioux Ir side grinder. Craftsman 4" selsgrindet
150,0001:4u reedy hearer, Craftsman ind swisaw. BAD mew,BAD
skilsaw, shop tan, motor stand, Pouian ctiwnsaw, 80 sender,
Astro AS-7 spray gun. BC) 8' baler, Bunks pent pun, bench
grinder, 5' vise, small anvil, 1381) 1/2 &CIAO 3/8 cordless Ora
•• TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1980 Chevy luv volongbed auto good straight truck. 1950 Chrry
3100 auto, V8, verule 8400 b. electric winch, 1950 Chevy van(ma
rebuild Wave, 4-wheel wagon,2-axis gooseneck flat trailer IS, 2axle gooseneck RE trailer Is'(alma corrolion. 7-rttesi oinif
twit, truck frames (salvage), ewer Niches, iron rears, trailer
axes
•• MOTORCYCLE
1978 Honda Goidieng 11000. this bike has been well cared torl
Nice
•• TOOLS -SNAP-ON, MAC, CRAFTSMAN 4 MORE
socket sweet socket, end wrenches,
Impact
Line wrenches.
ratchets. sawed ratchets, crescent wrenches, vise gnps, lack
stands. c-clarnps, 314* drive sockets. en • breaker bar 8 ratchet I/
4'61.0 SAllgi-Or col. Snap-on turning NOT SnApon pry be W.
valve tools, gear Men,hones,Craftsman 59 pc tap & de set drill
bait rigid pipe cutters. chains, come along.. chain horst alien
wrenches,siedge hammers,wipe hammers.tire tools, crow-bars,
grease guns, channel locks. creepers. punches
•• MISCELLANEOUS —
Metal cabinets,shop cabinets,lumber, auto, books,paint suppkes.
Trine 80,000 tou natural gas vonngng hosier. 220.,condioner.
110 air conditioner. 327 moors, earemesens. scree iiOn I MO.
220 electric hosier, *widows. mow parts, oil heater I an tank

SAUNA/MASSAGE Reduce stress, lose weight
with Alpha Health Environment Capsule Ultimate in
body & mind fitness Portable, Profitable, Affordable
FREE color catalog
1-800-680-4853
SUNOUEST WOLFF TANNING BEDS New
Commercial-Home Units
From $199 Lamps Lotions Accessories
Monthly payments low as
$18 Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog
1-800-462-9197

FOR sale golf cart, new
batteries, $600 435-4027
210
Fkowood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD, also tree ser
vice 436-2562
220
Musical
PIANO tuning
John
Gottschalk. 753 9600
240
Mecellansous
A CHAPEL IN THE
WOODS Be married in a
beautiful log chapel in the
woods-Gatlinburg No
blood test or waiting period'
Romantic honeymoon cabins wieeplace and hottubs' 1-800-729-4365
BAHAMA CRUISE &
HOTEL VACATION 5days
4 nights $149/pp stop daydreaming, vacation of a lifetime Limited availability,
no timeshares no gimCall
micks
1-800-825-9089
GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking mountain-top
views, fireplace, balcony.
kitchen. clubhouse poolJacuzzis March & Apnl
Specials! Individual units
rented by Schweigert Enterprises Free Brouchure
1-800-242-4853, (205)
988-5139
ROMANTIC CANDEL:ITE
WEDDINGS. Smoky
Mountains, Ordained Ministers, Elegant Chapel.
Photographs, Florets. Limos, Videos. Bridal Suites
with Jacuzzis, No Waiting
No Blood Tests GatlinTennessee
burg,
1-800-933-7464.
OLD—
WEDDINGS
FASHIONED Candlelight
ceremonies. Mountain
Ch*el overIookiN river,
near -Gatlinburg. Romantic
CARRIAGE RIDE. Cabins,
Jacuzzis or Hot Tubs
Charge Cards accepted
No tests/no waiting
HEARTLAND
1-800-448-VOWS (8697)

Simplicity

hessele

K TI and Associates otter
ing a lull line of investigative
services Bel Am Center
753-3955 or 4365099

Mobilo
Hems* Far Sale
FLEETWOOD 3br
2 full bath 436 4273
1 4X 70

16X72 1991 ATLANTIC
2tir, 2 bath 1 3 acres
753-1014
1963 MOBILE house
trailer, 12X56 $2,000 Cat
750-4731
1960 14X60 2br 1 bath
central his all electric in
dudes stove & refrigerator
Must be moved $7 800
obo 527-2109
1984 14X76 2 LARGE bedroom, 2 bath, utility, central
ha new siding Nice'
$13,000 435-4041

1BR apt for rent $200/mo
Newly redecorated Can be
seen March 24th 28th or
call 753 93.45 anytime

Livestock
I &stades
Arabian Mare
8YR old
good trail horse hunter
prospect prefer exper
fenced female rider $1 800
°Do 436 2180 after 6pm

2BR 1/i bath townhouse,
new spacious All appliances furnished including washer & dryer Call
753-1614

AKC puppies Miniature
Schnauzers, Shelties &
Golden Retrievers Shots &
wormed 502-653-2301

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp 1325
435-4027
FOR sale 1989 14X80
house trailer, $9,000 and
1985 Escort $450 Ask for
Joe at 753-5872
IN country, small 2br,
stove, refrigerator, washer.
dryer & water furnished
436 2332
MOBILE HOME REPOS
FOR SALE Singles/
doubles Financing available Clean, late model
homes Green Tree Financial Corporation/Kentucky,
or
606-223-1010
1-800-221-8204
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent

2bFl. 1 bath duplex, garage
with automatic door
opener, dish washer, garbage disposal, w/d hookup. central h/a, $450/mo
lyr lease Day 753 7688.
nights-.759 4703
2BR. CUTE duplex Dos
hwasher, microwave
$425/rno BUT LOW UTILITIES' $10350 combined
average 1402 Michelle.
Northwood Lease, deposit. no pets 753-8734
2BR country upstairs apt.
water paid low utilities.
$285/mo plus deposit
489 2296
28R townhouse, new, spa
cious all appliances including washer & dryer
753 4573
2BR, water furnished Located 1601 Farmer,
$300/mo Coleman RE
753-9898

2BR Grogan's Trailer Park
Appliances & water furn- 4BR, 2 bath apts available
ished
Coleman RE now Centel h/a, appli753-9898
cances furnished Located
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, on Diuguid Coleman RE
electric or gas Walking dis- 753-9898
tance to college 753-5209
255
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
MOBILE home lots for rent
492-8488

36X60 SHOP behind Coast
to Coast 753-0724
800-2200S0 ft. Coleman
RE 753-9898._
HARD to believe that office
space on the courtsquare in
downtown Murray is affordable & available but it is &
Debbie can tell you all about it Call 753-1266

A 28R, 2 bath duplex, gas
heat, garage Available
Coleman RE
now
753-9898

laischdac

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers

753-2925

riatiYiegirt91/1WOM14.1 .41
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION))

SAT, APRIL 2ND, 1:00 P.M.
RATTRAY DAIRY LAND
SOUTH GRAVETNICENTUCKY
FROM LYNNVILLE TAKE HWY 381 SOUTH 2.5 MILES
SOUTH OF MAYFIELD KY - WEST OF MURRAY KY
EAST OF FULTON KY - NORTH OF DRESDEN TN

I-URNS- GRAIN IRIS - SILO

LARGE 2br 2 bath near
university. References &
deposit required $335/mo.
no o- -Eibi: 753-3949
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

NICE duplex 2br central
h/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
mg Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
SUMMER'S coming beautiful lake duplex, boat ramp
each 2br, w/d hook up
15min from Murray Top
$350/mo, bottom $275/mo
527-9639
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms, handicap acr.Aassi
ble Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Hardin, Ky
502-437-4113
VERY nice 2br. 2 bath duplex, appliances furnished.
central gas heat & air,
$475/mo 1 mo deposit. 1
yr lease No pets Call
753-2905
330

1614 OLIVE all utilities
furnished kitchen & living
oorn privileges Coleman
RE 753-9898

r, v
M
I AN( y i A.,
r.1A(14iNi

1:4C

CALL PIM A DETAILED IBROCHURE

AKC REGISTERED Lab
pups Chocolate & black,
shots & wormed, 5wks old
759-9405
BORDER Collie puppies
5wks old, $150 Good pets
for kids & good stock dogs
Have working parents
(502) 328-8715
DOG Day Afternoon. dog
grooming 759-1768
HAPPY JACK TABLICKS
Prevent fleas Mother Nature's way without pesticides Chewable & nutritious tablet For dogs &
cats At TSC Stores
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

Houses
For Rent
2BR house on So 7th St
S350/rno lease I deposit
required 753-4109
3BR house in town
$300/mo
753-8292.
6pm 10prn

Naas
tam __

CARPORT
SALE
728 Faktane Dr.
Saturday
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Area rugs, antique
dock wean We corn
toner set, Elhan Alien
pecturee. =kis & ends,
2 steel cloths line
poles light fixtures
Something liar everyone'

WEST Highland white ten nor pups Champion sired
$500/ea 759-4556

HOME LOANS Quick cash
loans on your home or corn
mercal property, No credit
or income required bank
ruptcy OK divorce OK pay
oft land contract Settle es
taws Use the money for
any purpose Brokers wet
come AUCTION LOAN
COMPANY
1 800-775-2736 nights
502 451 3420

36 PLUS acres with two
new ticigs house trailer
All improvements in Cam
den TN 901-586-4501

YARD
SALE

se ACRES prime develop

Friday lk
Saturday

ment property southwest of
Murray
Must s•11 1
759 9247

- 11 a.m.

CONDOMINIUM for sale or
lease Low utilities on site
security 753 3293 after
eldfn

III,Gateaborough
Oral*
Men's, women'•&
children's clothes,
furniture, 404.

NEW duplex for sale Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Yard Sale
5 miles out of Murray on corner of
1497 and Green
Plains Church Rd.
March 25 & 26
8 a.m. to Dark
Dishes, appiances,
tools, many other
items

William Duncan
Building Contractor
Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large Or too
small.

474-8267

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

GUPTON'S

LAWN CARE
Complete Lawn Cars & Bush Hogging
FREE
ESTIMATES

CHICKEN litter, $25 per
pick-up load Stahler's
Dairy & Poultry farm
753-7387

Experienced - Dependable
For the

best rates S friendly service...

Call 489-2590

410

YARD SALE

S10,000.00 DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS

JAMES R. CASH
,. ..I
R 'iii.'
iC
SAT, APRIL 2ND,1:00 P.M.
125 ROLLING ACRES

380

FURNISHED apts renting
now Available in May No
pets Also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apts
753-6609

Room
For Rent

SELLING REGARDLESS OF PRICE!!
MAKE PLANS TO SE THERM

REGISTERED full
blooded. Arabian mare ex
cellent blood lines good
disposition green broke
753-1214

Public
Salo

i
MINOR IONE SU PARLOR - OLDER FRAME NOOSE I

MIS ONE COULD BE A SLEEPER!!

FOR sale Pygmy goats
Call 382 2542

EMBASSY 2br, central
gas, appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898

NEWLY constructed 2br
near MSU, $400/mo Call
753-0472

Across from Southern States

8466

310

ATTENTION, SELLERS/
BUYERS, mobile home
loans 1976 and newer
from Green Tree Finanaal
Refinancing available
Fast, friendly service For
call
application
1-800-221-8204

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!

COUCH & chair brown
plaid in very good condition Call 753-8630 after
5pm

1BR apartment utilities in
ciuded rent based on income Elderty. handicap &
disabled Equal Housing
O pportunity
502 354 8888

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753 2905

Pets
I Supplies

IDEAL FOR LIVESTOCK GRAZING
VERY ACCESSIBLE W/DOUBLE ROAD FRONTAGE

Horne
FumaNngs

I 2 380 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
pets
75 3 1 25 2
days 753 0606 after 5pm

CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40irno 759 4081

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

WOOD stove, $100
Electric kitchen stove, $50
438-2127;---

160

Apartments
For Rent

Brakes tor rent, Pro Two
for vinyl siding 436-2701

1BR, located in Cherry Cor
nor $185/mo. water furnished Deposit & refer
ences required 436-2884
after 5pm

NEAR THE LYNNVILLE COMMUNITY

Appliances

120

For Neal
Or Leese

2BR furnished & carpeted
on 3 lots Well & septic
system A bargain Wilson
Realty, 302 S 12th
753-3263

TROY built chipper shred
der. Shp IC model, excel
lent condition, $800
753-4725

YOU BRING. WE SELL!
753-7400

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612

FOR rent or lot sale 602
Elm St 21x hi Comment
gas heat 11 central aic gal
753 068 7 or
age
753-0112

1BR close to university,
some utilities paid
753 8756

Authorized
BRIGGS & STRATTON
and KOH11.1
Say= Cala

Rivas Lamb
Richard Lamb

NICE 2dc garage lot rent
New doors & roof
Equipped with air remorse
sot gas heat, bathrooms,
office with furnishings &
paved lot in Hardin. KY
Call 437 4466 after 4pm

zi
als""r7B.

1985 28X44 DOUBLEW
IDE 3br 2 bath cathedral
ceilings 2 large decks ex
tra nice. $19,500 obo Most
be moved' Call 436 2515 or
753-6567

125 ROLLING ACRES

TAPPAN self cleaning
Kirby vaccum
oven
cleaner with accessories
753-4523

176 7977

1988 CLUB car electric gel
cart with automatic char
ger, has top wire basket
and custom wheel covers
753-2558

Suisse
118101161

SUN tanning beds new &
used, financing available
Parts, service & supplies
Call Sonny Hooks
7 5 3 - 9 2 7 4
1-800-540-9790

THESE TOOLS HAW BEEN TAKEN GOOD CARE OF
AND ARE IN GOOD CONDInoiv. COME ATTEND A NICE
CLEAN SA LE WHERE YOU SET THE PRICEY
TERMS Cash day at saw

or

USED Sears Seale Postur
pectic king size bed set
Excellent condition $300
436-5610

Fens
DISCOUNT CABLE RE
Equipaterd
CEPTION SYSTEMS
(Satellite TV) All map' 140 INTERNATIONAL
bands available, complete tractor 436-2428
G 5 systems $899 C & C
Professional installation D 15 ALLIS good condi
and service available in 21 bon gas narrow front end
pa spin out wheels 3 point
western Kentucky coun
ties 502 545 3203 9-5 hitch Call 753 9328 after
Mon Fri Henry r Fredonia. 69e1
KY (since 1983)
HOLLAND 2 row tobacco
setter 753-1594 after 7pm
FOR sere 1 week of tune
share luxury condo anywhere in the world (if available) 753 0822

SATURDAY, MARCH 26, 1994 • 10 A.M
LOCATION:

376 7992

-1

Delft
Pat INS

' ie
agre
.. op
111111.1

747 Riley Ct.
Friday
Rain or Shine'
Furniture, glassware.
garden tools, other
tools, marbles (stone &
glass). oil lamps floor
table lamps. Civil War
items, army items. RaggedyAnn& Andy dolts &
rterns, railroad items.
many other useful items

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating & Cooling Service 6 Installation
Electrical Service 6 installabon
Licensed Gas Merchant

nit A IINO 41 COOL AVG PIPOut rs

(502) 435-4699

Murray, KY

YARD
SALE

For a clean sweep...

Flint Church Rd.
Friday & Saturday
7 a.m. - ??

asaciAi .
,okirhweep
twourrefiAL

Clothes
(mem,
womens, boys &
girls). dining room
coffee
table,
table, lots of odds
& ends.

• Weekly.
Bi-Weekly,
or Dee-Time
Services
• Free estimates

cuAhstw.

JERRY GREEN
Insured • Bonded

(502) 753-9317

PUBLIC AUCTION
Farm Equipment & Household
Saturday, March 26,1994 at 10 a.m.at the farm home of
Mr. Joe Humphrey. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94
West to Hwy. 783 So. Follow to auction. Watch for
auction signs. Mr. Humphrey has sold his house and
farm and will sell the household items first.
Two refrigerators - chest freezer - washer & dryer 'microwave - 110
air conditioner. small desk - 2 recliners.2couches - odd chairs - glass
door safe - bedroom suite - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans metal shelving - electric fan - file cabinet - heaters - candlestick
holders - dishes.electric blankets BBQ grill - antique table -dinner
bell - picnic table - old trunk - old pictures & frames - daisy churn stone jug - costume jewelry - Christmas items - milk can - feather
pillows, vacuum cleaner - flower pots - a nice 1194 Case diesel tractor
power steering hyd. 12,157 hours, Mr. Humphrey bought new - plow disc - cultivator - post hole digger - rotary cuttar - grader blade - gas
tank- 4 wheel J.D. farm wagon - log chain - metal fence poet - air
compressor - 24'aluminum ext.ladder - step ladder - large tool chest wrenches & tools - chain saw- 8" table saw -line trimmer - nice 14 h.p.
Case riding mower hyd. - 317 J.D. riding mower needs work - nice 18
h.p. Poulan riding mower, like new - Gilson rear tine tiller - wheel
barrow - handy man jack - wash kettle - kettle flower pots -good horse
drawn tools - horse collars - brass knob hames - metal work bench.
hand & yard tools- cross cut saw - dog house - trash cans- used tin -lot
of rough sawed lumber - horse drawn hay rake. This is only a partial
listing. Auction hold rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available. For more information and your auction needs.
Phone 435-4144.

Dan :Nliller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
icy Diovioal

It

*

•
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T HUR SDA Y

MUMMY LEDGER & TIMES

MB

Mel
BMWs

I Ulm

FREE arecesseel Lamina
& acreage lend brown on
tiesualul Waft Bee Lake
near Knoxville. Tennessee
Nrce* treaded. awed road
wi oaks** Incredible
views! Finsnang apailabla
Buy deed bore Developer,
Oranw & sews thousands,
Car Indian Shadows 7
Oays 8002384323 Fee
00-07214 48 147
JUST now on the market 2
we tracts of land on Hwy
IN list West ofLynn tkove
Calved at $13500 thru
Kopp•rud Rutty
753-1222 MISS 026
KENTUCKY LAKE
CLOSEOUT SALE Lake
AccessHornealas 1 2 AC
was $24900 now
$19 900-4 6 AC-59,000
Gorgeous Wei development Drastically named
prices on remaning par
coal Eac terms limy tor
best s•lection Call
1-800-8581323 Woodland
Acres
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waren; to purchase
homes ad price ranges If
yOu are thinlung of sulkingcontact one of our courteous and professional
Agana at 753 1222 or stop
by orbas at 711 Man St
ROBERTS Realty Calloway County $ oldest and
most reliable reel frame
agency For al your real
estate needs cal them today at 753-1651' Sycamore and 12th St

ENFOLDED by trees! 1961 NiSSAN 300 ZX 2.2
Grew two* areas wall 2 I-eps auto. fully loaded
fireplaces on lour lois will% burgency 341,XXX males
law privileges 3 bed- 519 550 1985 Volurivegon
rooms. 2% WM
1200 Cabmen 2dr red convert
aware loot %workshop ale% be. aao 33.XXX
gas heat Cal 753-102 at $5,500 1991 Pontiac
Canary 21
Grand Am LE 2dr auto,
EXCELLENT Q.
& Soar blue. 37.XXX miles,
pien awaits you in Pas new $8,150 1904 Dodge 250
home Graaf room. tonne custom conversion van
dining room separate auto. air 102,XXX miles
Paschen. 3br 2 bath Onty 114.900 1992 Ford Taurus
1911.500 Contact Kop- GL, fully loaded blue
penx1 Realty 753 1222 31.XXX mass. $10650
1991 volkswagon Conado
MLSII 5224
2Or auto. ac key loaded
FRESH on the merlon 3tx sun root 34.XXX miles
brick home withanadied $10950 1992 Benne
garage loomed new um,/ sac, ac, 31 XXX mess
sity Priced to sell at white $8 700 Lawson tAo
$63.000 All.S11 024 Con- tor Sakes 753-6851 134 A
tact Koppetud Realty
N 13th
753-1222
1991 TOYOTA Camry in
HOME tor sale by owner •xoellent condition Call
753-6235
753-6098
JUST WWI Great buy
1992 EAGLE Talon
Oust* home weds ids of loaded '53 8613 after
room just oulsode Murray 5 30prri
Huge master bedroom
suite with bati 2 other 1992 NISSAN Stanza XE
large bedrooms. Ir. *.of- one owner toe milage tog
fice or den. lag.kitchen. 2 under warranty Sip cc
car alladsai gara
ges cruise moret $10 900
Lots more amendies Pnce 753-4056 after 5pm
only $85,000 Call Proles
YOU BRING WE SELL,
sional Real Estate
75.3-7400
759-1591
NEW 3br 2 bath with whin
pool tub cathedral ceding
ri Wong room & dining
large kitchen 2 car garage
N 16Ih across from Suit
vans Golf Course Call
492-8873 or 492-8238 trom
6-10pm evenings

RUST1C house on 3 acres.
YOU CAN oun your own Southwest
sdtool district.
isome, No downpaymen(on 30X40
metal shop 16X16
Mies masenals anrectere
patio deck 3tx 2 bath
oanstruction finance Call central
gas heat & air
Miles Homes today.
$69,500 Serious inquires
800-343 2884 ext I
only 492-8600 after 5pm
Lots
Fer Ude
100X140 SOUTHWEST
Vile subdivision Al city
utilities . reduced $17500
7534873 after 6prn

SPACIOUS 3tx 2 bath
with great lowing lay out
beauldul kitchen brealdest
room. *operate dining
room Los of extras coun
try dub view Caller your
appointment today
753-2905

MARTIN Heights Subdivision
1602 Tabard
125X140 city utilities Call
759-1604

litiorcyclee
1993 KX 125 Brand new
never raced 13000 obo
753- 1766

1900 SO ft_ 3br. 1 bath
bnck newly remodeled on
acre lot Built in 17,
$500007591362

YOU BRING
753-7400

B.,
'OWNER 30t V.4 bath
brick ranch Eat in lutchen.
forma dining room. living
room family room with '4
bay window Central gm
heat & air wall-to-wail carpet ceiling fans iadUZZI.
litilrift storage bag Lot
75x150 adiacient iot avail▪ ee Walk to banks & shopping Priced to sell mod
$70 s Call for appt
75.3-4359

1965 POOCRAFT with 120
Mercury motor atone trio
tor depth finder live eels
all in good condition,
15 000 obo 492-5295
leave niessage
HOUSEBOATS 5711 Cal
craft. 4111 Naulmans. 4.311
Carkaaft. al fiberglass. all
have twin engines. fly
tnelges generators Newry
decorated excellent me
chanic•I condition
1-00W 753-6866

1983 CHEVROLET van &
1984 Ch•vrol•t p u
759-9056
1990 LUMINA van Gall
Flank of Murray oolecliond
dept 753-1893
1990 PLYMOUTH Voyager
van, very nice 753-7269
1993 DODGE Caravan
V-6 7 passenger 16 XXX
miles 753-7516

190 CHEVROLET '454
SS" ton truck..-V-4. auto.
ws War, p4. good Ores.
31.XXX miles Asking
513.750, Cal 753-7537 alter 4 30prn
1973 FORD pru. F100,
$450 489-2446

1988 FORD full size
Bronco. *hie with blue interior,auto. ps. pt.as. lit.
cruise, V-8. sharp truck.
16.350 502-875-4050
(dealer)
1990 CHEVY Sewerado.
350 short bed, maroon,
grey interior. loaded.
45.XXX moles $11.800
435-4041
1993 JEEP Gran Cherokee
Laredo V-8. 19.)00t miles,
extra nice 753-8856 or
753-9735

1976 DIPLOMAT 2 26tt
motor home Dual air.
sleeps 8 full basement.
Oman gsnern
OC 1211. Vlops, new tires
arwions
---B"Ikc2
"E
'
753.7.3794 g
11)1"ifj
condition $3,700 obo
753-6885
1976 GILES camper 26'
19115 NISSAN Sentra staAC furnace, refrigerator.
tion wagon Pc, arnitin stegas Al you need for a fun
reo. good condition
camping trip Sleeps ap759-9138
prox 5, 12.300 or less
1985 PONTIAC Sundrcl, 354-2690
black. good tares. sun roof
SCAMPER 5th wheel 3211
rww interar, sport istwets
self contained, electric/gas,
high mileage. $1,500 obo
refrigerator. gas hot wiser
Also set of 4 Modular alumheater. apt. full bath, queen
num 15' 6 lug wheeis
bed, very nos condition
7532-4938

p

%Mess
011wed
BREAKING• disking gar
Owns Yard Landscaping
bush hogging • mulching
Free asernates 436 5430
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753 4591
CARPET insaillabon 30
phis years experience
s.
commencer and rKkan
tile vinyl Me barbel Wyk

guaranteed Measures and
repairs Cali 474 213' or
437 4543
CARPORTS no. cars and
trucks Special sizes lur
motor home boats RVs
and ea Excellent paled
ton high quakty excellent
value Roy HIM 75%4664

YOU BRING
753 7400

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191

WE SELL,

YARD WORK
& LAWN CARE
No Job Too Big or
Too Small!
E Lori (*owing Swoos
wine &so .lant •Naukrig

20 Yrs. Experience
- Free aertheatee -

753-1229 or 753-7171
1 1 1 A Hauling. moving
dean up. odd pods tree
trimming. tree removal,
mud' hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb
436-5744

CONSTRUCTION Fran
mg 12 a square loot and
Tripp Williams
up
753 0563
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers othces
Wuitt s Recovery Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
pine installation and set
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
bachtsoe won septic systems 354 8161 after 4pm
CUSTOM bush hogging
& tilling (up to 6'cleep)
489 2995
o & D Lawn Care Free
estimates 489 2296

DECK Masters Reason1 1 I A all around mowing, able rates tor quality work
trimming hauling Mark For your bee estimates call
Rick, 753 6566 or Mic
436-2528
753-7964
1 I I A Hauling tree trimming tree removal clean- DRYWALL finishing reing out sheds Mat & odd pairs, additions and blow
Jobs Free estimates wig ceilings 753-4761
436 2102 Luke Lamb
ELECTRICAL-Ron Hall

EXPERIENCED dry wall
finishing References available 436-2060

SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674.

GAIL'S Creative Designs
Computer embroidery,
9arn-2prn 753-5745

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chnsman. 492-8742

1956 BUICK Electra V4,
at, loaded. 114.XXX
miles. 2nd. ownw personal
car, •xcellent shape,
$3.800 Phone Frankfort
502-575-1844
or
502-875-40W

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Spec system driveways. hauling, foundations.
etc 759-4664

BY owner LOVELY BRICK
RANCHER, 45 wooded
(dialer)198
CHEVROLET
Celeacres ROOM TO BUILD 8
moles from Murray. 1 mile to brrty auto, pis. Pb. sic.
KY lake Hwy 94 21x 1 stereo. new Wes. 51.XXX
bath, large living/dining miles Clean car. $2.875
room with Stone fireplace, 502-875-4050 (dealer)
central ac/heat,vaulted 1989 FORD Escort GT exceilings huge 2-car cellent condstion, 55.XXX
garage-workshop new miles Call after 6pm
wood cabinets, w-w car- 753-8546
peti all appliances Move
NI NOW Priced below ap- 1990 HONDA Accord LX
praisal Cal 502-474-2786 One owner. Sap. $7,000
753-9778 after 6pen '

16FT Cheeta bass boat,
75hp Johnson $4 000
489-2599

ices

174 ft AstroGass
clic 150 Mercury excellent
condition
I owner
753-8828
1985 BAYLINER Trophy
50h motor foot controlled
Polling motor 2 depth finders live well many extras
$4.200 obo 759 7992

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial. Serval Gutter Co
753-6433

GENERAL Repair plumb- SUREWAY Tree & Stump
A-1 carpentry work house ing, roofing, tree work
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free esplans drawn rernodling. 436-2642
timates Day or night
decks homes built no yob
GERALD WALTERS
753-5484
to small, tree estimates
Roofing vinyl siding. pant
Call J&C Construction
ling Free estimates 18 THE Gutter Co Seamless
436-5308
years experience Local re- aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed, in
Al TREE Service Stump ferences 436-2701
sured Estimate available
removal and spraying Free
GUPTONS S LAWN 759-4690
iisbrnateS 753-0906 after
CARE Lowest rates, best
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
care tree estimates
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
ALPHA Builders- Carpen- 489-2590
Service Center, deaningtry, remodeling. porches.
HADAWAY Construction
servocing $15, most repairs
roofing. concrete driveways painting mainte- Remodeling vinyl siding $35 Free estimates Route
vinyl replacement win- 1,
nance etc Free estimates
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
dows vinyl flooring
Piton -Fri.; 753-0530
489-2333
436-2052
ANTENNA Repair and inWALKERS cut & trim Free
stallation Replace or install HEATING Ron Hal Heat- estimates 436-2784.
Gook
ing.1 Cooking
and Electric
quakty Channel Master an
WHOLESALE carpet sales
ter
rotors arid ampli- Co Service unit replace
& installation. Residential
fiers Beasley s Antenna rnent and complete installDon Licensed gas installer or commercial Randy Lee
Service Buchanan
Phone 435 4699
502-474-2796
901-642-4077
ITS time to start thinking
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom about -mewing---your yard
Call Wayne s Lawn SerS70
woodworking 753-8056
vice, 489-2342 Free estimates
Reasonable rates
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Battik,
Factory trained by 3 mapr
JEFF'S
Custom Closets
HAVE you had Breast Immanufacturers All work
arid pate warranted Ask Closet organizers for home plant Surgery" Call Flora
for Andy at The Appliance or office customed de- Stuart. attorney, for legal
-signed and installed Free advice. 1-800-732-3178.
Works, 753-2455
Estimate 753-9581
No tee unless you win your
APPLIANCE SERVICE
case
THIS IS AN
Kenmore, Westinghouse, WINDOW & door wpm &
ADVERTISEMENT
Whirlpool 30. years ex- installation 753-2330
p•ri•nc•
BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
BFIENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair reptacetrent 759-1515

115 MERCURY motor ex
cellent condition, power
Vim • MI stainless steel
prop Cal 750-9455

replacement windows 30
years experience Free es
triunes Call 753-6158

Al. AL'S hauling yard
work. Pee removal mowing Free estimates
750-1683
Ala, tree service Removal.
trimming, hauling & dean
up 492-8254

BACKHOE Service candela foundations septic
systems P H Nesbitt Mesonry Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221

WIG Minimum*• lawn
cars Free manatee Ask
Bill 759-4490

the

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1916

TODAY'S CHILDREN are optimistic and determined, blessed with
strong leadership qualities. Born activists. these Aries like to make things
happen. Idealistic and goal-oriented, they pursue their aims with unflagging
zeal. Opposition will only spur them on! •
(To ,wdet a revned and updated outry of kane Dexon's best selling book "Vertacrday. Today and Forever
Host Astrology Can Help You Find Your Plate in God's Plan.- send SS•S plus SI postage and handfuls to
Dixon. do Andres and Mckkel. P0 Box 419242. Kansas City. k4o 64141-Make checks payabk to
Andress s and Ms Med I

Auto Insurance...
Compare Our Price & Coverage

ROSS
INSURANCE
AGENCY
Ronnie

Ross & Danny Roes

The NEW,IMPROVED ORIGINAL
mulching mower now has...
• Lightweight Cast Aluminum

CLASSIFIED

Deck

• Single-lever height adjustment for all four wheels
• Multiple speed transmission
• Blade Brake Clutch (5.5HP Model)
• Easy-to-reach and use controls
• Grass Bagger option
• 5 Models to choose from. 4 - 5.5HP
• Covered by exclusive 7-Year Warranty

Field Boneless 1/2 or Whole

Kentuckian Ham

$259

lb.

NOT $1.59 lb. as listed in the March 23 issue of the
Murray Lodger & Times.

11Famoul Pfkaarlicoest

753-1916

problem.
VIRGO iAug. 23-Sept. 221:
Take advantage of a friend's offer of
assistance. Financial realities dictum
certain decisions Peace of mind is
far better than constant anxiety
Strike a better balance between
work and play.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22). You
may feel like showing oft a bit
Fine. You will have an appreciatise
audience! Wearing bright colors
boosts your spirits and confidence.
Take care of your obligations before
pampering yourself.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Home and financial needs are clear;
you move closer to attaining a special goal. Finalization of a longrange project bodes well. Be careful
not to blow a fuse if someone confronts you. Communicate!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Unexpected differences of
opinion are best resolved by arbitration. Steer clear of a head-on collision. A newcomer gives you fresh
hope for romance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Guard your job status. You cannot
afford to display a casual attitude
toward your responsibilities. Get
together with good friends this
weekend - you need a highly supportive environment.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Overseas travel could be hazardous
now. Stick close to home base. If a
friend deserts you. seek solace from
a sibling. A cannot-fail attitude often
brings success. Make this evening
"family night.PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): A
fascinating job assignment could
become yours.-You cannot go
wrong unless you look for trouble.
Ease up on any feuds with co-workers. Terminate a romantic relationship that is going nowhere.

TROY-61LT* MULCHING MOWER

COVVIEPPIS

Call Us Today!

leach to the solution of a financial

Clean out your ( losets and basement with •
classified ad. It.. great way to get rid of Items
you no longer use and make extra money.

Call and place your ad today!

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service Al work guaran
753 1134 or
teed
436-5832

cents i minute )

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

BEST rates for lawns
mowed 753-6986

BILL'S Window Closeting.
Back to help with your
cleaning
Spring
Residential/Commercial
753-5934

FRIDAY, MARCH 25, 11194
(For your personalized daily Mane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Your been insight regarding human
KiTCHEN CABINET RE- nature will see you through life•s
FACING Make your old ups and downs. Confiding in a child
new pan esti Formica Al will improve your relationship. Rely
colors. tree estimates on your intellect as well as your
Wafts Recovery /Affray. instincts An original idea could
KY 436-5560
help you land a coveted executive
LICENSED tor electrc and positron nest tall. Brighten up your
gas 753-7203
home lite by making subtle changes
LJGHT hauling. iree worn- in your attitude and surroundings.
mirvg and removal Call December will bring an intriguing
753-2320, leave message financial opportunity. Plan to travel
L&L LAWN SERV10E com- early in 1995.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
mercial or residential, free
estimates Cal 753-4001 THIS DATE: singer Elton John.
singer Aretha Friiikfin,-Olympic figatter 5pm
ure skater Debi Thomas. feminist
MARRIED college *Went
offers professional lawn Gloria Steinem.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): You
care and landscaping services 6yrs experience, re can accanplish a lot today. Others are
erences avaitabie, tree es- influenced by your enthusiasm. Have
ornates 759-4110
fun being the center of' attention!
MOODY'S mower repair Show respect for loved ones' ideas,
even if you do not agree with them.
Pick up and delivery
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): It
753 5668
be hard to say the right thing at
may
MOWING mulching and
work. Keep a low profile and conlawn care Free estimates
centrate on solo projects. Strive to
489 2280 or 753-9216
establish better rapport with a family
MULCH delivered Murray member who enjoys arguing.
436 5560
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): SelfPLUMBING repairman with promohon may be the key to boostsame day service Call ing your earning power. Do not rely
436-5255
on second-hand information; find out
things for yourself. Romantic panRESIDENTIAL. Roofing
Guaranteed work at rea- net's comments could be unsettling.
sonable rates Free estiCANCER (June 21-July 22): A
mates 25yrs experience
letter or telephone call brings good
Repairs on old roof or new news regarding your finances. A
construction Call Rick, shrewd career move
is possible at
753-6566 or Moe.
this time. Seek mate's advice before
753-7864
making a decision. Singles should
ROCKY COLSON Home take a chance on romance.
Repair Roofing, siding.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Too
painting, plumbing,con...-ThUChpredictability
is boring. Vary
crete Free estimates Cell
your
routine.
daily
When people
474-2307
begin to see you in a new light, your
ROOFING. vinyl siding & social life will blossom. Persistence

Heating. Cooling & Electric
Inc Service, sales and onstallation (502) 435-4699
435-4327

1965 TRANS Am, 77,XXX YOU BANG. WE SELL'
miles. $4.200 1968 Dodge. 753-7400
I ton flatbed, $1.000
435-6099
MAD.

JIM S Garden Service
Gardens breaking. dis
lungwiglawns seeding
& loneuang new or ressarg
Blade work & bush hogging Reasonable
rates 753-5413

Al Al Al Joes mowing
mulching, raking tree removal Free estimates
436-2867

750-9475

BY owner Great 3te 2 bath
bnck home, wooded lot n
Quiet subdivision Central
gas heaver, 2 car garage
interior completely rede
corated Move in condition
Owner Waving area Must
sacrrfoce mid 70's East `I
Subdivision 753-1468

.11:11:17

USED boats motors trail
ars & sahage pans for sale
Boat & motor repair Al
work & parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnel Marine Pi
pair. Hwy 121 S
502-4395464

Glendale Yard
Service

1983 CHEVY Suburban. V.
ion.454 motor.towing pkg .
WE SELL' New Wes, very good condition 753-8965 after
4 3m

28R, 1 ,
, bath. brick on 3
acres on Hwy 80 neer 1972
CHEVROLET ImAurora. $55.000
pala. wicellent condition.
753-6556. 753-2961
51.250 492-8/175 after
3EIR.1%-balh. central hta, 5pm
gas heat, hardwood floors. 1978 CORDOVA
& 1978
screened porch, 1321 Olive New Yorker Both
good
Skid 753-1890
body transmission tees
38R brick home in South- starer & alternator Call
west sdiool destnct Central 435-4589
gas heat central electric 198C OLDS
Cutlass $250
air attached garage of needs
some motor work
treed at $72 500 thru Kop- Cal
750-1518 after 4prn
perud Realty 753-1222
1981 EL Camino 12,500
MLS*5496
1601 Loch Lomond
38R centre/ gas heat & air 753-3704
3yrs old fenced back yard
nice neighborhood Good 1985 DODGE Aries. good
starter or retiree norne sm condition dependable
mediate possession
transportation. $800 obo
753-5214 after 5pm
753-5965 attar 5pm
5 ROOM house neer Coldwater 75S-0438

MARCH 24, 1994

1407 Main • Murray • 753-4632 • Man.-Sat $ o.m.-7 p.m.

0111011-1311.7"

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St

Tutivaie

753-2571
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LOOKING BACK

Stop, Look and Listen
a diamond to East's king for down
one
At the other table, South took a
dim view of his chances of winning a
spade finesse, given East's opening
bid and the fact that only 16 highcard points were missing. So he
adopted •line of play that offered
much better than the 50 percent
chance normally associated with a
fine....
After taking the club ace, he too
led a heart to the ace followed by the
spade queen. But when West followed low, South put up dummy's
ace. Had the king fallen, declarer
would have been home free, but the
fall of the king was not really crucial
to South's plan.
Abandoning spades for the moment, declarer cashed the king of
hearts and ruffed a heart. A club ruff
in dummy was followed by another
heart ruff, establishing dummy's
Today's deal from a team contest heart ten.
This brought South to the end
shows how taking the time to try to
visualize the distribution of the op- position he had visualized at trick
posing cards — instead of blithely one. Having eliminated the hearts
plunging ahead with the play — can from East's hand and the clubs from
his own hand and dummy, he now
reap big dividends for declarer.
At both tables, South arrived at led a spade.
East won with the king but had
six spades after East opened the
bidding with one club. At one table, no safe exit. If he returned a diadeclarer took the club lead with mond, declarer would win with the
dummy's ace, crossed to the ace of queen and score the rest ofthe tricks,
hearts, led the queen of spades and while if East returned a club, definessed when West followed low. clarer would ruff in his hand and
East won with the king and returned discard a diamond from dummy to
a spade,and declarer eventually lost produce the same result.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.

East dealer
Both aides vulnerable
NORTH
•A 86 5 3
V K 109 7 2
• A6
•A
EAST
WEST
+K7
•4
IIQJ 83
V 654
• K 10
•J 8 4 3
•K Q 98 2
+ 107654
SOUTH
•QJ 1092
•A
•Q 9 7 5 2
•J 3
The bidding:
South West North
East
2
Pass
- 1•
1•
4 NT
Pass
Pass
2•
6*
•
Pass
Pass
Opening lead — five of clubs.

I

Tea years ago
Mitch McConnell. Judgeexecutive of Jefferson County
and Chairman of Kentucky Task
Forcc on Exploited and Missing
Children, was guest speaker at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club.
Paul Mansfield of Murray
Lions Club has been appointed as
a member of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board.
Gil Johnson is serving as
minister of West Murray Church
of Christ, located at Doran Road
and Holiday Drive, Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Purcell,
March 3; a girl to Mr. and Mn.
Terry Bethel, March 11; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. David Parker,
March 15; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Townsend, March 21.
Twenty years ago
Paul R. Outland, 20, and Randall G. Outland, 18, sons of Mr.

and Mrs. Rufus G. Outland, have
enlisted in the Army's Delayed
Entry Program.
Murray Civitan Pancake Day
will be April 6 at Univenity Inn
with ElbenThomasson in charge
and at Rudy's Restaurant with
Relmon Wilson in charge.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. T.O. Taylor and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. George Ed
(Pete) Waldrop, March 8; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Roy D. Barrett,
March 15; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Wright and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Barrett, March
17.
Twenty-seven members of Calloway County Homemakers
Clubs arc attending the meeting
of Kentucky Extension Homemakers Association at University
of Kentucky, Lexington.
Thirty years ago
Chester Thomas, accounting

supervisor for Murray Division of
Tappan Co., has been named
secretary -treasurer of MurrayCalloway County Airport Board.
R.L. Cooper, administrative
assistant of Calloway County
Health Department, spoke about
"Accidents" at a meeting of Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Waynette Doran, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. Wayne Doran of
Murray, has been elected president of Alpha Sigma Alpha social
sorority at Murray State College.
Mrs. James Harmon, nutritionist, spoke on "The Friendly Cup"
at a meeting of Home Department
of Murray Woman's Club.
Elected as new officers were Mrs.
G.C. Ashcraft, Mrs. Charlie
Crawford, Mrs. I.H. Key and
Mrs. Burnett Waterfield.

DEAR ABBY: "An Avid Reader wanted, and we chose something a
in Woonsocket, R.I." wrote you little more elaborate.
I have spoken to many people
about a funeral home that charged
$1,200 for a casket when the who have never heard of this pracdeceased was to have been cremated: tice. Perhaps it would be worthPerhaps you didn't know that if the while to inform your readers.
deceased is to be cremated, it is posANOTHER AVID READER
sible to rent,a casket for the viewIN NEWPORT,R.I.
ing. I have two experiences with
DEAR ANOTHER AVID
this — one in Florida, where the
rental was $500, and one in Rhode READER Perhaps you're right.
Island, where we paid $1,200.(The Yours was one of many letters
cost covered the use and refurbish- sparked by that column. I
checked with John Blake, execing for later'itse by someone else.)
The $700 difference is easily utive director of the Continenexplained. In Florida, the funeral tal Association of Funeral and
home had one casket that was used Memorial Societies, who
only forsental. In Rhode Island, we informed me that the average
were allowed to choose what we price range for casket rental is

between $400 and $600.
•••

DEAR ABBY: In response to the
couple who was burned up over the
cost of a cremation casket: Many
families purchase a casket when
choosing cremation fora loved one.
The casket containing the body is
placed in the retort (cremation
chamber)and will be cremated with
the body. Our statistics show that
approximately 17 percent to 20 percent of all cremations in the United
States include a casket.
Many funeral directors offer
rental caskets to be used for visitations and religious services The

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN and HOBBES
CALM, I MADE 1V4S UST
WEEK AHD VW SAID IT WAS (---tOR PNORITE IL CA AU. 'vta.L. 4:0:4
I NME. IT.
TAME AND '100 Y41514E.D V4E
COULD HAVE. IT EVER1 DAY
FOR TUE REST OF
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"Ok, Johnson — we've got a deal. We'll let your
people and my people work out the details."

CATHY
THIS WOULD
LOOK GREAT
WITH AW
CHUNKY PLAT-FORM MOS*

r

DEAR, 'LAST M. YOU
! THE
SAID FLOW
HEAVY
FASRICS HADID
FOOT IS
GROUNDED
otrr!seTis TnE
HEAVY FOOT.

KE WERE
NRON6.
FLOW.,
FABRICS
NEED THE
LICrtiT
FOOT,

I

ALL THE SHOES YOU BOUGHT
LAST YEAR ARE WOW',
BUT THIS AAR wE HAVE CT
RIGHT! THE DAINTY LACE UP FLAT WILL LAST FOREVER!

MAY I
HELP

YOU?

t4ES DRESS PRY
FEET FOR THEIR
NEXT LEAP OF
FAITH

SHOE

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
-Ie THAT YoUK)

SHE'S ALWAYS TALKING ON THE- PHONE
Sle-R?
-—r YEAH AN'
TOTHIS GEEK
SHE'S HOLOIN HANDS
tE51./T I NEVER
WITH SOME
104GHT -

IlaigraiMM

WAS

DATING

GARRELD
WHEN CATS WANT SOMEONE
TO WAKE. UP WE WALK
ACROSS HIM

11 11

11

PEANU IS

YE5;51R,I'm SUPPOSED

HOW DID
'YOU GET
STARTED
A5 A
BARBER/

TO INTERVIEW A
OU5INE55MAN SO
I NAVE TNE5E

QUESTiON5.

15 TNERE ROOM
FOR ADVANCEMENT/
WHAT ABOUT HEALTH
CARE' 15 IT A 600D
CAREER FOR WOMEN?

. ,_ .
eb.. .,_ _ •
,

ila

"".

•

(ALL COME
BACK NOW,
Y HEAR ?
—

.__
I

YOU DID A NICE
JOB ON TIAAT GUY..

DEAR-ABBY: I am the wife of
a funerardirector and want to
set you and your readers straight.
You are correct that the FTC prohibits funeral directors from
telling customers that cremation
requires a casket. However, you
failed to tell your readers that the
crematory requires a container of
some sort for the protection for
their staff. (These containers normally cost $125.)
You made it sound like all
funeral directors are crooks when
you said, "If the funeral director misleads a customer and sells
him (or her)a casket, he is in violation of federal law." My husband
always explains the FIT law, but,
has to explain the crematory
,requirements.
When people use our services,
they are not always in the best of
shape emotionally. They are dealing
with the shock of their loss and
don't always hear what has been
told to them. An experienced funeral director will take time to explain
the correct procedures whether he
is dealing with a full funeral service
or a cremation.
We live in Minnesota, and all the
cremation facilities require a container for cremation.
KRIS MARKHAM

DR. GOTT

DEAR DR. GOTT: I've had a chronic cough for'over two- years. Lung
function tests, bronchoscopy and a tissue biopsy were negative. My doctor
has me on Azmacort to thin the
mucus and has indicated I must use it
constantly since I'm prone to respiraAnswer to Previous Puzzle
ACROSS
42 Used thriftily
tory infections.
43 UngentleI Jump on one
B
0A T
0A T H
DEAR READER: Your doctor has
manly
foot
0A
A
0A H U
prescribed
one
a brand of inhaled corti4 Actress —
44 section
A I R
0A R I
sone steroid that is customarily used
Radner
45 Comparative
.for the treatment of asthma.
AN
9 Not cold
E V
C
ending
12 Before
Azmacort may diminish your cough if
YD
A
KS
0
A
47 Leg joint
13 Outer
the symptom is caused by excess
49
Biblical
HO
14 Compass pt.
mucus in narrowed bronchial passtrong man
15 Oklahoma
sages:
in a word, asthma. But it will
53
Take
no
Indian
notice of
merely mask an infection, not prevent
17 Wisest
o A it.
B SR
57 — polloi
19 — of Man
58 Prince
MA
Cl
0 A AS
21 Negative
I would feel more comfortable if you
Charles's wife
prefix
AT
IS TL
were to be examined by a pulmonary
60
Pig
22 Verse writer
E
NI10 A
specialist. Even though Azmacort
61 MD's chart
25 Part of circle
may be appropriate therapy, other
62 Receded
O 0D
ON
Y
27 Bushy hairdo
63 — Tse-tung
sprays (such as Proventil) or pills
31 Garden tool
Syndicate
Feature
3-24 ® 1994 United
(such as antibiotics) might be more
32 Incapable of
DOWN
22 Aspect
6 Army officer
stretching
beneficial. I believe that a second
23 Type of tea
(abbr
34 Pacino ID
1 In the know
opinion is in order.
24 Engineer's
7 "— Kapital"
35 Brick(old slang)
To give you more information, I am
degree
8 Jai —
carrying
2 Anglo-Saxon
sending you a free copy of my Health
9 "— Haw"
(abbr
device
money
26 On — —
Report "Living With Chronic Lung
10 Cricket
36 Forerunner of
3 Church
blissfully
positions
CIA
bench
Disease." Other readers who would
happy
11 Asian teslival
4 Turns right
37 Half a qt
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
28 Length
16 Insect egg
38 Obscene
5 Of North
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
measure
41 Wide shoe
Atlantic na18 Lawn cover
P 0 Box 2433, New York, NY 10163.
(abbr)
size
tion
20 Before
Be sure to mention the title.
29 More mature
DEAR DR. GOTT! I have a nervous
30 Group of
10 11
9
4
5
6
1
2
3
7
8
eight
disorder that causes me to shake I
32 Olympic org
dropped out of school because of this,
14
12
33 Beast of
13lUU
have passed up numerous jobs, and
burden
it's controlling my life This doesn't
Opposite
of
35
17 118
15
16
only happen when I'm with people: I
heaven
experience it when I'm alone, also.
19 •zo
21
39 Author John
— Carre
DEAR READER: There are many
40 Shade tree
22 23 24
25
26
27 28 29 30
causes for constant tremor, ranging
41 Apiece
from thyroid disorders to benign
(abbr
31
familial tremor, an inherited. harm3211133
44 Writing
less but annoying affliction that is pre•
implement
37
34
36
sent from childhood
46 Went on
horseback
You should brisg this symptom to
41
39
313
40
48 Oldyour doctor's attention, because blood
fashioned
and nerve tests may be in order If
42
43
4
exclamation
are shaky because of simple neryou
49 That woman
45 46
vousness, counseling or short-term
47
50 Astronauts
48
all right'
drug therapy (with medication such
(hyph *id.)
54 55
49 SO 51
53
as Xanax) may help you control it —
51 Russian
you may needkeatment for an
or
fighter plane
57
S8
60
metabotilk-iMbalance.
underlying
52 Penpoint
II
Patients with familial tremor are
54
unit
Electrical
61
63
frequently aided by low doses of pre55 Brown kiwi
111
56 Self
scription beta-bloekers, medicines
59 Hebrew
usually used for hypertension and
month
heart disease
Ask your doctor for advice.
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DEAR MR. SPRINGER:
Tlithie who wish to burn the casket along with the deceased will
be pleased to know they are in
good company. However, the
rest should know that for a cremation, all that is needed is an
original combustible container,
which costs approximately $50.
If you don't have a viewing, only
the combustible container is
necessary.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CROSSWORDS

41

body is then cremated in an inexpensive, combustible, closed,
leakproofcontainer.
JACK M.SPRINGER,
CREMATION ASSOCIATION
OF NORTH AMERICA

•• *

BLONDIE

If

Joe Cable, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Cable, has received a
National Science Fellowship
award of $2,500 at Florida State
University at Tallahassee, Fla.
A progressive luncheon by
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club was held at the
homes of Mrs. Oliver Cherry,
Mrs. O.C. Wells and Mrs. Bryan
Tolley.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS

EI4V11.4.' V1141-5 TU)S,
SOMEThING SCR.APED OFF
TUE 83TTOM OF Boats ?"
IM NOT EATING; IT'

Forty years ago
Cody H. Jones, retired
physician of Lynn Grove, was
presented with an "Outstanding
Citizenship Plaque" by Lynn
Grove Camp 138 of Woodmen of
World. The presentation was
made by Max B. Hurt, executive
vice president of WOW, at his
home. Pictured with Dr. Jones are
his wife, Annie, his son, Dr. Conrad H, Jones, his brother, E.C.
Jones, and WOW officials.
Dr.
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Hieb to present
exhibit of work
•

Paul Hach, a bai.:hclor of fine arts
with an emphasis at luneuonal &saga at the art deparunent
Murray Stale University, will wetsem an eatubit of work in the Curtis
.Ccateir Gallery on the campus of
:Murray State March 23 - April 3.
- Nes exhibu. titled "Frown
•Peaa: made both "v.ith care and
:coffee: contains paintings, constructed wooden objects and con•structed wood and steel objects in a
-"Ixodge-podgc of birds. portraits,
functional wood items and abstract
:sculptural stuff." Heib said the
'collection ofwork is about my life
as a human on this planet and how
this life can be in need of
humorous and out of the ordinary
face-lifi"
Heib as the son of Paul and Janis
Heib of Louisville. While a student
at Murray State, he has been a
member of the Organization of
Murray Art Students, a volunteer at
the campus radio station - WKMS.
and a custodial engineer at the
('urns Center. After graduation.
Heib hopes to attend the Culinary
Arts program at Johnson and Waks
University in Rhode Island.
The open reception for "Frozen
Peas' will be held on Friday , March
25, from 6 to 9 p.m. Gallery hours
are from 11 a.m. to 10 p m.
Monday through Friday and noon to
10 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday
For more information call Albert
Sperath,director of un iv ersity g alle
nes, at 762-67;4

Animal Health
Day set for
March 26
The Murray State University
Animal Health Technology Club
will sponsor the ninth annual Animal Health Day Saturday, March
26,from Q a.m. to 4 p.m. at the A
Carman Animal Health Center, lo
cated across from Calloway Count
High School on College Farm Road
Area residents are invited to bon!
:
their cats and dogs for a completc
physical. flea bath, dip. nail trim
intestinal and parasite check and a
heartworm examinauon. The cost
for all services is 512 for small pets
and SI4 for large pets over 50
pounds. For a heartworm examination or intestinal and parasite check
only, the cost is 53 for each' test
Students will also sell raffle u,:k
ets for SI during the event PTI/es
include various pet products
The event is held annually a. a
community service to increase
awareness of pet care. It also
provides students with practical experience and raises money for the
knimal Health Technology Club.
For more information on Animal
Health Day. call 753-1303.

Members of Kentucky Association of Educational Opportunity Program
Personnel held a Scholar s Bowl tor students in their Upward Bound
Programs at Union College. Barbourville. The students competed
against students statewide for an opportunity to represent the program
at the regional level. Dennis Beard. center, of Marshall County and Jennie Powers, right, of Ballard Memorial represented Murray State University at the Bowl. Both students placed in the top six In the state. and
will represent Kentucky at the next level Pictured left is Jennifer Bugg,
MSU Upward Bound Counselor

Pi Sigma Alpha to host forum
The Murray State Lni.ersity
chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha. the
political science 'honor so.iety on
campus, will host a forum addressing the issue of health care on
Monday. March 28
Mike Hammonds, an oft 1.131 an
the Kentucky Go.ernor s Oil
will be the keynote speaker He w4.•
a forefront des eloper of ;o. Jones'
health eare plan The forum v. hi h
begins at 8 p.in in the Cum,Center
theater, Es open to the
According to Dr. Gene Oartield.
ads iser of Pi Sigma A1u, The
-a_gr4ta--truiu the
rece.
Chapter ot the orgarniation
It) host the community forum

Garfield hopes for a large attendance at the forum. "I think
hody should be interested in
healthcare," he said. "Hammond is
one of the most knowledgeable
people in the state on the issue of
health care, so the forum should be
highly informative." Garfield said.
Prior to the forum, Pi Sigma
will host a banquet for prominent leaders in the community, at
'.I array State, and in the health care
profession Approximately 40 people ha.e been invited to attend the
bunquct ticduloci to begin at6 p.m.
in the small ballroom of the Curns
Alpha

n ter

Howard Miller Grandfather Clocks
Do you have enough
life tnsurance?

TA:

gamoutz.
c_Sfioti

Woodman's FREE
tinancuil !Weds
Analysts can tee If you
neve the lite sneu rime*

---riPlik

protection to meet your
goats
To hod out
more contact

Featuring the Area's Largest Selection
of Scented Candles

C)
Jamas R Jacaaon
Woodmen 8109
3rd
laapie Murray,
753-1113
Et&

Special
'19.95

Now It's Your Turn...
Nou Deserve It!!

['resented in

Oakwood Studio
753-7050

OL Woodmen

of the World
'wait Ant r Soc. wt•
OM..

40% Off

•ar h.••••

Broyhill Occasional Tables starting at $99
Select Group of Name brand wing Chairs $199
Stylish Selection of Dining Room Furniture &
Correlated Side Pieces

Spring Break '94
Look Hot...Be Cool!

It

- All Sale Priced Latest Styling in Solid Oak Bedroom

•wwwimmi
•
A special thanks to these Corn-Austin' girls. Maggie Snyder,
Brandy Murphy, Tosh Shoemaker, Jenny Bell and Karla Blakley

APPETIZER
Swimwear...Great

Colors! Great Styles!

Buy One, Get 2nd Suit

1/2 Price

All Jr. and Missy Sportswear
Best Brands In The Area

TAKE Otir SPECIAL
All Jeans
$10 Off any

20%

Off

of your choice'
Girbaudt Guess', Edwin', Pepe', Soho'
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•
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oolooma
coNTEST
1) Children ages 3-10 are eligible.

COLORING BOOK

2) Completed picture with name, age and
phone number should be turned in to the
business who sponsored the page the
child has chosen to color by March 31,
1994.
3) Contestants may submit one entry per
business and will be judged on coloring
skills, color-combinations and originality.
4) A panel of impartial judges will decide
the two top winners in each category: ages
3-4, 5-6-7, and 8-9-10.
5) First place winner in each category will
receive $10,second place In each category
will receive $5.
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Introductory Offer

$24.95
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Name
Age
Phone

See What We Have For Easter:

Chestnut Hills

759-9758

Russell Stover Candies • Easter Novelties
Wrap • Stickers • Easter Baskets
A Bunnies and lots more
Easter Goodies!
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Monday-Saturday
Sunday
12
Pharmacy Open
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Hwy. 641 North — Murray
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Age

Phor

Bring this page to Shoney's Restaurant
by Wednesday, March 30th and
you may win a 21 inch Shoney Bear!

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Two FREE
Children's Movie
Rentals When You
Bring In This Page

Choose From Over 500
Children's Movie Titles
Including:

MURRAY

RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 E. Main St.

Murray

THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 1994

7334201

Waft Disney Classics
Dr Seuss
Denver the Dinosaur
Tiny Toon Adventures
Rocky & Bultsvinkle

Teenage Mutant
Nina Turtles
Garfield
TroNies
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SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE

10%

OFF

Any Pair of Children's Shoes
(wrison you bring in this colorod picturo)

"Lowest Prices
and Largest Seledion
In Town'

Otter Good
Through March 31

sHoe
sensaTion

74e Patiect Perez 4t 74e Petika Puce
Chestnut Hills Murray
753-6242

•

Ky Oaks Mall Paducah
443-1331
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Two Medium - Two .Topping
Thin Crust
Pizzas

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
.DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

91299
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Children's Movies
For The Price Of

Central
Shopping
Center
Sunday
12-8

753-7670

We Have The
Best Selection
Of Super
Nintendos
In Town!
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Bring In This
Coloring Page
And Receive
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APPLE TREE SCHOOL
Owners - Robert & Linda Kilpatrick
Stadium View Dr.

753-9356

.
2C:g
t P V.
,10 AM.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Bunny Bread Outlet
Hours: Monday through Saturday 8:30-5

620 South 4th

•

Murray • 753-2655
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Color this page and bring it to
Papa John's Pizza and receive

one Small Cheese Pizza
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